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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to explore ethnic attitudes of 

teachers • The study attempted to measure the ethnic distance of 

teachers in three schools of differing ethnic composition. The pupil 

populations of the three schools represent a School in Transition, a 

Heterogeneous School, and a Homogeneous School. It was believed that 

ethnic distance attitudes of teachers might be affected by the ethnic 

composition of the sohools in which they teach and would be expressed 

differently in the three schools. 

Three hypotheses were initially formulated: (1) Patterns of 

ethnic distance of teachers of a homogeneous all-white school may 

differ from those of the teachers of a heterogeneous school popula

tion. (2) Feelings of ethnic distance and anxiety will be verbalised 

by teachers in an all-white homogeneous school concerning the possible 

influx of minority groups. (3) Attitudes of ethnic farnsss and gen

eral intolerance will be revealed by the use of the Bogardus Scale of 

Social Distance, the Rokeaeh Dogmatism Scale (Form E), and personal 

interviews with a random sample of teachers. 

The scores from the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance, fresn 

the Rokeaeh Dogmatism Scale, and from questions concerning perception 

of minorities did not provide discriminating data. The statistical 

results frcan the these schools were similar. 

The open-ended interview revealed distinct patterns for the 

three schools. 

ix 



1. School A, the School In Transition, exhibited pronounced 

ethnic distance with expressed anxiety concerning the instability of 

the neighborhood, the influx of minority groups, and low teacher 

morale* 

2. School B, the Heterogeneous School, emerged as a rela

tively stable school. Satisfaction with its ethnic diversity was 

verbalised. Ethnic distance appeared directed primarily toward the 

Negro. 

3. Teachers at School C, the Homogeneous School, expressed 

"protective-intolerant" attitudes of ethnic distance. The teachers 

were anxious to maintain the status quo. 

The limited size of the statistical sample may be responsible 

for the lack of significant differences between the schools shown by 

the Rokeaoh Dogmatism Scale and the Bogardus Social Distance Scale. 

The open-ended interview provided the substance of the significant 

results of this study. The author found the open-ended interview to 

be a vital research tool for the assessment of ethnic distance in 

teachers. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED 

Introduction 

The schools of the United States are one of the major agents 

in the shaping of our individual and collective futures, "The great

est public debate our country has ever witnessed is now being con

ducted with the school at the hub of this dispute."^" The theme of the 

debate is democratic education. The principle of democratic education 

underlies our ethics and our system of government. It has been de-

2 
scribed as "the most basic doctrine on our country*s social policy." 

* 

Teachers must be concerned with the types of ideas and judg-

ments transmitted to children. A vital aspect of the education of 

children in our culture is teaching them those beliefs, ideas, and 

patterns of behavior which are most consistent with reality and with 

personal and social stability. As Gunnar Myrdal has pointed out, 

there is a gulf between the ideals of brotherhood and democratic life 

on one hand and the realities of racial prejudice, discrimination, 

3 
and segregation on the other. 

1. Martin Deutsch, "Dimensions of the School's Role in the 
Problems of Integration," Integrating the Urban School (New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1963), p. 29. 

2. H. Harry Giles, The Integrated Classroom (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1959), p. lb£. ~" 

3. Gunnar Myrdal et al., An American Dilemma (New York; 
Harper and Brothers, 19Ui). 
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Kenneth Clark, in discussing the importance of adult influence 

on the child, stated: 

Racial prejudices are not impersonal social problems. A demo
cratic society should seek to eliminate symptoms of man's in
humanity to man because they destroy and dehumanize human 
beings. Prejudiced persons are dominated by primitive fears 
and hatreds j arid prejudices also damage the personalities of 
the victims. Parents, educators, and other adults concerned 
with stable personality and character in our children - all 
those who seek to provide the opportunity for children to en
rich their lives and contribute to society as fully as possi
ble - must increase their concern with the problem of protecting 
children from the corrosion of destructive racial and social 
prejudices.!* 

Public school teachers hold an important position as agents 

for the transmission of culture. The teacher is traditionally viewed 

as a transmitter of attitudes, values, and knowledge. Spindler has 

described the role: "Teachers are a special group. They are not 

selected at random as official culture transmitters; they are trained 

£ 
and accredited to that status and role^ The teacher transmits the 

attitudes, likes, and dislikes of his own value orientation as well 

as the objectives of the institution as he views them. Melvin 

Tumin, a social scientist who regards the teacher as one of the most 

important agents for the transmission of attitudes in our culture, 

stated: 

The teacher is the living model of right behavior. She is the 
moral guardian of democratic rights. She is the exemplary of 
understanding and sympathetic concern for the equal education 
of all children. For the teacher, the primary and indispens
able requisites are (1) ability sensitively to perceive the 

I4. Kenneth Clark, Prejudice and Your Child (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1955), p. 9. 

5. George D. Spindler, Education and Culture (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 1^6. 
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human material in front of her, with all its fears, hopes and 
tiMdities, hostilities, sense of degradation, prides and ca
pacities; (2) an overriding concern that the child with all of 
his or her special qualities, shall be made to feel free to 
learn and desirous to learn to the maximum available at that 
moment's level of readiness. The teacher sets the tone of 
social relationships in the classroom. She validates notions 
of good and bad. She determines what is to be rewarded and 
what punished.® 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to measure ethnic distance as it 

appears in three groups of elementary school teacherss Ethnic dis

tance implies the feelings of unwillingness of an individual or a 

group to interact with members of another ethnic group. The follow

ing question will order and provide direction to the study* What is 

the relationship between the ethnic distance of teachers where minor

ity groups are new to the school population and that of teachers in 

schools with ethnically static populations? 

A neighborhood school reflects the social, ethnic, and cultur-

7 
al characteristics of the area served by the school# When minorities 

live in certain areas the children from that area attend a school 

usually composed of a homogeneous population. Referred to as "de 

facto" segregation, the status quo is maintained in communities where 

certain areas are known to house minorities. De facto segregation is 

any segregation from causes other than formal, legal, ethnic 

6. Melvin Tundn, Integrating the Urban School, ed. KLopf and 
Laster (New York: Columbia University Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1963), p. 19. 

7. David Fellman, The Supreme Court and Education (New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, I960), p. 81. ~ 
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classification. In schools it may result from ability grouping, vo-

Q 
cational-academic preparation, or racial segregation. Educational 

achievement and raciai discrimination may perpetuate the isolation

ism of the minority community. In areas where minorities have 

expanded into previous "all-white" neighborhoods, problems frequently 

affect the ischools. 

Throughout the country there are many communities where minor

ities are for the first time able to realize better housing, inte

grated schools, and a higher standard of living. Our democratic and 

political structure is supporting the minorities and aid is and will 

be available to the disadvantaged minorities until equality of oppor

tunity becomes a reality. Many minority groups are shifting from the 

slums to the fringes of middle class neighborhoods. Equal opportun

ity means equal pay and, in turn, equal housing and schooling oppor

tunities. When populations shift in ethnic composition or when they 

maintain static populations because of definitive geographic zoning, 

do the teachers differ in their expressions toward ethnic groups? 

What are some of the expressed feelings of teachers from three dif

ferent settings in a community toward minorities? The maintenance 

of the status quo may provide teacher responses different from those 

of a shifting population area. T<S explore teacher responses concern

ing ethnic distance and to attempt to measure teacher intolerance is 

the central purpose of this study. 

8. G. W. Foster, Jr., "The North and West Have Problems, 
Too," Saturday Review. April 20, 1963, p. 20. 



In School District Number One, Tucson, Arizona, the geographic 

distribution of schools and ethnic population centers is not dissimilar 

from that of many areas in the northern and western cities of our na

tion. In Tucson District Number One, minority groups of Negroes, 

in certain geographical areas. There are other areas where the school 

population is composed of "all-white" pupils. Between these extremes 

are areas into which numbers of minority groups are moving. The influx 

of minorities presents the previously "all-white" school with newly ar

rived groups not unlike immigrants from one country to another. The 

reasons for moving are similar: to live better, to attend integrated 

schools and churches, and to raise the standard of living of the prev

iously "de facto" segregated ethnic groups. 

Three elementary schools in Tucson District Number One have 

been chosen to represent points along the segregation-integration 

continuum. A school undergoing a shift in ethnic population will be 

referred to as School A. A sohool that has traditionally maintained 

a heterogeneous population will be referred to as School B, and a 

school that has traditionally maintained a homogeneous population will 

be referred to as School C. 

Hypotheses to be Tested 

1« That patterns of ethnic distance of teachers of a homo

geneous "all-white" school differ from those of teachers of hetero

geneous school population. 

Mexican-Americans, American found to reside 



2. That verbalized feelings of ethnic distance and anxiety 

will be expressed by teachers in an "all-white" homogeneous school con

cerning the possible influx of minority groups. 

3. That attitudes of ethnic farness and general intolerance 

will be revealed by the use of the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance, 

the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E), and personal interviews with a 

9 
random sample of teachers. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

1. Attitude: McDonaugh and Richards stated that attitude is 

an aspect of personality that provides a "tendency to act in a partic

ular way toward some person or value.It is a term often used to 

denote the motive of consistent and persistent behavior toward related 

situations or objects. 

2. Discriminations "Refers to some overt act, some behavior, 

which selects some attribute for differential treatment."^" 

3. Ethnic Distance: The social relation between ethnic 

12 
groups. It specifies a degree of nearness or farness. In this 

9. The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance and the Rokeach Dog 
matism Scale will be discussed in Chapter II. 

10. Edward C0 McDonough and Eugene S. Richards, Ethnic Rela-
tiona in the United States (New York: Appleton-Century-Croftsa Inc., 
1953), p. 397. — 

11. Raymond W. Mack, Rye. Class, and Power (New York: Ameri
c a n  B o o k  C o m p a n y ,  1 9 6 3 ) ,  p .  1 1 8 . '  

12. Emory S. Bogardus, Social Distance (Yellow Springs, Ohio: 
The Antioch Press, 1959), p. 30. 



research, ethnic distance denotes the degrees of distance between 

teachers and ethnie groups. 

U. Ethnic Group: "... usually possesses some continuity 

through biological descent, and its members share a distinctive social 

and cultural tradition. Ethnic groups tend to have cultural attributes 

13 
in common to a greater degree than biological characteristics." 

5. Minority: "A stable sub-^roup within a nation or society 

that has particular interests different from those of the larger group 

and this is subject to some form of unfavorable treatment. 

6. Open and Closed: Extremes of a continuum which may be as

sociated with any ideology. A closed way of thinking involves an 

authoritarian outlook on life, an intolerance of those with opposing 

beliefs and a sufferance only of those with similar beliefs. "To say 

that a person is dogmatic or that his belief system is closed is to say 

1? 
something about the way he believes and the way he thinks." 

7® Open-ended Interview: An interview whose content is deter

mined by the open-ended question, "a question that defines the general 

topic inquired about but leaves to the option of the person replying 

both the form and the substance of the reply." 

13* McDonough and Richards, o£. cit„s p8 13® 

Hi. H.B. English and A* English, A Comprehensive Dictionary 
of Psychological and Psychoanalytical Terms (New York: Longmans, Green 
and Co., 1958), p» 232. *" 

1$» Milton Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind (New York: Basic 
Books, Inc», I960), p. 

16. English and English, 0£. cit., pp. 356-357. 
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8. School in Transitions A public elementary school whose 

pupil population is undergoing ethnic changes. This school will be 

designated School A. 

9. Static Heterogeneous Schools A public elementary school 

populated by diverse ethnic groups of children. This school will be 

designated School B. 

10. Static Homogeneous Schools A public elementary school which 

maintains and hcfs traditionally maintained an "all-white" student popu

lation. This school will be designated School C. 

Assumptions 

1. When the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance is used to 

measure ethnic distance in teachers, scores may be affected by the 

teachers' sophistication. The Bogardus Scale takes an explicit frontal 

approach to attitude assessment, posing such questions as, "Would you 

debar from country members of a particular minority?" Teachers may be 

reluctant to respond in such a way as to indicate ethnic distance, be

lieving ethnic distance to be contrary to the image of what the teacher 

"should be." 

2. The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) reveals general intol

erance and authoritarianism in teachers. 

3. Administering a semi-structured interview to a random 

sample of teachers from each of the three elementary schools will sup

plement and augment the statistical findings. 
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Limitations 

1. The study will not attempt to form definitive conclusions 

about the multiple factors included in attitude formation. 

2. The study will not predict ethnic distance or intolerance 

exhibited by students. 

3. The study will not attempt to analyze the social class 

structure of the schools, although social class structure will be 

inherent in the consideration of ethnic distance as it appears in 

teacher responses. 

U. No attempt will be made to assess the administrative struc

ture of the schools under investigation. 

Importance of the Study 

The ideological structure of our society is based upon equality 

and dignity for all. Denial of equal rights threatens the democratic 

ideals supporting the ethical foundations of society. Traditionally, 

the American public school has been asked to assume the role of the im

partial leader, guide, and counselor. Society expects the teachers' 

attitudes to implement the wishes of the community. 

Many schools are facing an influx of minority groups. Shifts 

in ethnic composition result from the increased mobility of many Amer

icans as well as from equalization of opportunity provided by the Civil 

Rights Laws of 195k» This legislation concentrates the problem of eth

nic diversity in the schools. The situations being considered in this 

study are therefore occurring with increasing frequency in many parte 

of the country. Many teachers will soon, for the first time, teach 
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children from diverse ethnic backgrounds* Whatever data can be accum

ulated about these situations consequently apply to an area of Increas

ing importance. 

A 
To explore attitudes of the three groups of teachers may provide 

insights into bias and prejudice that exist because of the ethnic com

positions of the schools. Ethnic distance, intolerance, and authori

tarianism can then become areas for future research toward planned 

attitudinal rehabilitation. 

Summary 

This study is concerned with ethnic distance, general intoler

ance, and authoritarianism in teachers as the Bogardus and the Rokeach 

Scales purport to measure these characteristics. Three elementary 

schools in Tucson, Arizona, are to be studied. One is in ethnic tran

sition} the second, the heterogeneous school, includes several ethnic 

minorities! the third is a school with an homogeneous "all-white" pop

ulation. The two scales have not been previously used together and 

they may provide insights into the nature of teacher responses concern

ing ethnic distance. Interviews with a random sample of teachers will 

further augment the statistical findings. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This chapter will review the literature related to the concept 

of ethnic distance, the concept of the open and closed belief system, 

and the influence of teacher attitudes. Relating to the concept of 

17 
ethnic distance are studies by Robert E. Park, work of Bogardus 

based on Park's concept, and certain subsequent studies based on the 

work of Bogardus. Relating to the open and closed belief system are 

studies by Rokeach and subsequent studies using his Dogmatism Scale 

or modifications of it* The above-mentioned works will be discussed 

in this chapter. Few studies have dealt with the ethnic attitudes 

of teachers, but research has been done to determine the influence of 

teachers in forming pupils' attitudes. Such research will also be 

discussed. The relevance of the literature to the testing devices em

ployed in this research will be explored. 

Ethnic Distance 

The concept of "social distance" was first stated by Robert E. 

Park in 1925. Park described social distance as an attitudinal dispo-

sition. He contended: 

1. Groups develop a sense of distance toward other groups with 
whom they come in contact. 

17. Robert E. Park, "The Concept of Social Distance," Journal 
of Applied Sociology, VIII (1925). 

11 
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2. Such terms as in-group, ethnocentrism, race consciousness, 
class consciousness, and the like suggest a state of mind 
within the group which determines the distance that sepa
rates it from the other groups. 

3. This in-group feeling and/or state of mind interferes with, 
modifies, and qualifies the nature of inter-group relations. 

Every individual, by virtue of his group identification, 
along with the supporting group ritual, etiquette, and ex
pectancies learns his 'place' and develops appropriate at
titudes regarding the proper distance he must observe in 
his inter-personal relations with individuals outside of 
his own group.18 

In 1926 Emory S. Bogardus further extended the concept defined 

by Park by suggesting that social distance could be measured in degrees 

19 
of a continuum. 

20 
The word ethnic is to be preferred, according to Bogardus, 

for studies dealing with racial relations. However, Bogardus called 

his scale a Social Distance Scale. The term ethnic distance is pre

ferred by the author who is in agreement with M. F. Ashley Montagu: 

... while emphasizing the fact that one is dealing with a 
distinguishable group, this non-committal phrase leaves the 
whole question of the precise status of the group on physi
cal or other grounds open for further discussion and research] 
second, it recognizes the fact that it is a group which has 
been subject to the action of cultural influencesj and third, 
it eliminates all obfuscating emotional implications.21 

I80 Ibid.a pp. 33U-339. 

19„ E0S0 Bogardus, "A Social Distance Scale," Sociology and 
Social Researcha XVII (1933), 265-271* 

20. Bogardus, Social Distance, p. 30. 

21. M.F. Ashley Montagu, "On the Phrase, 'Ethnic Group' in 
Anthropology," Psychiatryt Journal_for the Study of Interpersonal 
Processes, VIII, No. 1 (19U5), 27-33. 
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The encompassing word ethnic implies both race and culture. 

As Paul A. F. Walter, Jr., stated: 

Quite uniformly, culture groups tend to be ethnocentric 
in their ideals of and relations with other groups, whether 
the distinctions between the groups be racial, or cultural, 
or a combination of both. Thus in the study of lntergroup 
relations, racial and cultural aspects are inseparable. This 
makes advisable the term ethnic group to describe distinctive 
groups whether their distinction be on one or both, the ra
cial or the cultural order.22 

Research Using Scales of Ethnic Distance 

In 1926, 191*5, and 1956, Bogardus administered his Social Dis-

23 
tance Scale to a total of 5,678 people. The respondents were equally 

divided between men and women. From 1926 to 1956, the arithmetic mean 

of ethnic distance shoved a small decrease. The study supports Bo

gardus1 contention that ethnic distance can shift as a result of chang

ing political and economic stresses in a particular culture. The study 

revealed that while ethnic distance may decrease in one particular 

aspect of ethnic relations, it may at the same time be increasing in 

another area of ethnic relations 

The Bogardus Social Distance Scale has been employed by many 

25 
investigators, using the original seven social distance situations 

either unaltered or with minor changes. 

220 Paul A. Fo Walter, Jr., Race and Culture Relations (New 
York* McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1952), p. 23® 

23® Bogardus, Social Distance, p. 38. The Social Distance 
Scale will be discussed in Chapter III. 

2lu Ibid., p. 93. 

25* The seven social distance situations will be enumerated 
in Chapter III. 



26 
Hoult was one investigator who chose to modify the original 

Bogardus Scale. The modification was a narrowing down of the ethnic 

groups ftrom thirty to six. The research used Negroes, Jews, Japanese-

Americans, Mexican-Americans, American Indians, and Canadians. The 

Hoult research correlated highly with the Bogardus results, as well as 

providing additional information which led Hqult to conclude that there 

is greater ethnic distance among the lower socio-economic classes. 

27 
Tuberville used the original Bogardus Scale with eight 

groups of students ranging from upper-elementary school to college. He 

found differences due to the sex of his subjects to be negligible, and 

the differences due to religious preference and national background 

significant* 

O ft 
Sartin and Bell evaluated the 1925 Bogardus Scale by insert

ing additional items and reorganizing the original scale. The enlarged 

scale was then scored against the Thurstone Scale of equal-appearing 

intervals. The results were similar to those of the original Bogardus 

Scale of Social Distance. 

26® T. F. Hoult, "Native New Mexicans and Interethnic Accom
modation," Journal of Sociology and Social Research, XXVIII (195k)> 
233-238. 

27. G. Tuberville, "Social Distance in Duluth,® Journal of 
Sociology and Social Research,, XXXIV (1950), !|15>-li23. 

28. A. Q. Sartin and H. V. Bell, Jr., "An Evaluation of the 
Bogardus Scale of Social Distance by the Method of Equal-Appearing 
Intervals," Journal of Social Psychology, XXIX (19U9), 85-91. 
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Another variation of a social distance scale was used by H. H. 

29 
Remmers. Just before the 1956 and I960 elections, he presented the 

question: "Would you vote for a ' for any of the follow

ing offices? If so, mark which ones." For the blank, the words 

"Negro," "Catholic," and "Jew" were used. Comparing results for the 

two years, Remmers found that attitudes toward Negroes and Jews showed 

a high degree of stability, while the Catholicism of candidate Kennedy 

in the I960 election introduced considerable instability in the atti

tudes toward Catholics as potential candidates for elective office. 

In a study recently completed in Israel, Judith T. Shuval^ 

used the concept of a micro-neighborhood in describing ethnic groups • 

and residential patterns. Her study provides a unique assessment*of 

ethnic distance. The micro-neighborhood represents an attempt to de

fine the ethnic composition of an immediate residential environment 

from the point of view of each respondent. Units of three families 

were studied. Each unit was assessed on the basis of one of the fol

lowing four degrees of cultural differences. 

1. Respondent and neighbor are from the same specific country 
of origin: a Pole living next door to a Pole, a Moroccan 
to a Moroccan. 

29. H.H. Remmers, "Social Distance in Voting Behavior in Two 
Presidential Elections," Anti-Democratic Attitudes in American Schools„ 
ed. H. H. Remmers (Northwestern University Press, 1963), pp. 98-102. 

30. Judith T. Shuval, "The Micro-Nfeighborhood: An Approach to 
Ecological Patterns of Ethnic Groups," Social Problems, Vol. 9, No. 3, 
Winter 1962, pp. 272-280. 
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2. Neighbor is not from the same specific country- as the 
respondent but from the same general geographic area: 
a Pole living next door to another East European, for 
example, a Rumanian; a Moroccan living next door to 
another North African, for example, a Tunisian. 

3. Neighbor is not from the same specific country and not 
from the immediate geographic area but comes frcsn the 
over-all cultural tradition. The latter was defined as 
either Westerner, that is European, or Oriental: a Pole 
living next door to a German, a Moroccan living next 
door to a Yemenite. 

Lu Neighbor is from a different over-all cultural tradi
tion than the respondent: a Pole living next door to a 
Moroccan, a Moroccan living next door to a Rumanian.31 

Shuval used these four points to define a continuum of cultural 

distance between ethnic groups. Each respondent was scored in terms 

of his degree of cultural closeness to each of his two neighbors. A 

Quttman scale was designed to measure nearness or famess of ethnic 

attitude. With this approach, Shuval could determine the ethnic homo

geneity of the micro-neighborhood. The results from the four categor

ies of micro-neighborhoods were then compared. It was suggested that 

the units of three families could easily be expanded should other re-

32 
search problems require such an expansion. 

33 
In addition to briefly discussing the work of Crespi and 

3k 
Dodd who modified and developed their own Social Distance Scales 

31. Ibid„ e pe 275. 

32. Ibid., p. 280. 

33. L.P. Crespi, "Attitudes toward Conscientious Objectors 
and Some of their Psychological Correlates," Journal of Psychology, 
XVIII (19UU), 8-117. 

3U. S.C. Dodd, "A Social Distance Test in the Near East," 
American Journal of Sociology, XLI (1935), 19U-201*. 
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35 
following the Bogardus framework, Kretch and Crutchfield suggested 

that the Social Distance Scale could be enlarged to include a wide 

variety of topics and that the interview could be used as an adjunct 

research technique• 

The preceding studies assumed that an ethnic distance situa

tion usually includes a dominant group and subordinate group, the 

latter seeking opportunities similar to those enjoyed by the former, 

When the dominant group fears it may lose its status and security, 

it strenuously opposes granting opportunities desired by the subord-

36 37 
inate group. Distance may reflect a form of racial enclavement. 

The group that enclaves uses ethnic faraess techniques to maintain its 

customs and traditions, and to protect itself from what is considered 

an invasion by outsiders. Desire of a majority group to maintain the 

status quo usually manifests itself in increased ethnic distance toward 

minorities. 

Because verbalized feelings of anxiety and threat have been 

38 
recorded, Bogardus suggested that the interview technique be used 

with a sampling of the population to obtain verbalized accounts of 

35, David Kretch and Richard S, Crutchfield, Theory and Prob-
lems of Social Psychology (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc«, 
19UB), PP. 223-22U. 

36, An excellent treatment of status and security and ethnic 
relations among Jews is to be found in: Benjamin R® Epstein and Arnold 
Foster, Soma of My Best Friends (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 
1962). 

37, Bogardus, "Racial Enclavement," Sociology and Social Re
search, XV (May-June , 19U1), U60-U65. 

38. Bogardus, Social Distance, p. 39. 



ethnic distance. Such accounts could help explain why Individuals 

react as they do about their inter-ethnic experiences. 

The Open and Closed Belief System 

39 
The concept of dogmatism developed by Roteach (195k) was 

presented as an alternative to the concept of the authoritarian per

sonality. A group at the University of California, Berkeley,^0 had 

done research to assess Facistic tendencies. Rokeach believed the 

concept of authoritarianism to be broader in scope, encompassing the 

total belief system of the individual. Authoritarian principles should 

therefore be evident in areas other than political or economic} the 

broad spectrum of the social sciences, religion, humanities, and phy

sical sciences could also be associated with authoritarianism. His 

concept of dogmatism deals with the entire belief system of the indi

vidual. 

A relatively closed organization of beliefs and attitudes about 

absolute authority engenders intolerance toward others. An individual 

having such an organization of beliefs is described as a dogmatic. 

Rokeach defines both the open and the closed mind: The acceptance of 

a belief by a closed belief system is "assumed to depend on irrelevant 

internal drives and/or arbitrary reinforcements from external 

39. Rokeach, op. cit. 

UOc Adorno et al.. Authoritarian Personality (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1950). 



authorityConversely, the open system is more logical and objec

tive and "should resist irrelevant motivational or reinforcement 

ii U2 pressures." 

A dogmatic according to Rokeach has a relatively closed cogni

tive organization of beliefs about absolute authority which, in turn, 

"provides a framework for patterns of intolerance and qualified toler

ance toward others."^ 

Research Using the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) 

In a study by Zagona and Zurcher,^ the Dogmatism Scale was ad

ministered to $17 undergraduate students enrolled in an elementary psy

chology class. Those students who scored high on the Dogmatism Scale 

(High Dogmatics) were assigned to one section. Those students who 

scored lew on the scale (Low Dogmatics) were sent to a different sec

tion. The purpose was to observe and compare these two groups as to 

levels of interaction, facility in determining group consensus on con-

troversial issues, development of leadership, responses to authority 

figures, and any other characteristics that might appear during exper

imental observation throughout the semester. The results of this 

study supported every hypothesis suggested by the Rokeach theory# 

Ulo Rokeach, 0£. cit.„ p. 6l. 

U2. Ibid. 

U3. Ibid., p. 3* 

Ui. Salvatore V. Zagona and Louis A. Zurcher, Jr., "Partici
pation, Interaction and Role Behavior in Groups Selected from the Ex
tremes of the Open and Closed Cognitive Continuum," The Journal of 
Psychology. LVIII (1961*), 255-26U. 
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Comparisons between the groups on leader orientation, spon
taneity and originality, attitudes toward authority, and group 
cohesiveness in the face of authority show important differences 
and confirm significant aspects of dogmatism theory. In general 
high-dogmatic individuals as a group and low-dogmatic individuals 
conformed to the behavior patterns one would expect in situations 
contrived in accordance with the theory of dogmatism.^5 

Zagona and McKinnon found evidence to confirm the theory of open-

mindedness (non-dogmatism) toward libertarian and equalitarian political 

process and suggested a possible link between the openness or closedness 

of individuals and the processes of social change.^ 
j n 

Mikol found that people with relatively closed belief systems 

(the closed group) were less able to understand and appreciate modern 

music than were people with more open belief systems (the open group)0 

The closed group were unreceptive to unfamiliar musical experiences. 

Similar results were obtained in an experiment by Levy and 
I Q 

Rokeach in which an open and a closed group showed a significant 

difference in length of time necessary to synthesize and form new per-
« 

ceptual systems. The task was to single out figures embedded in more 

complex designs. Also, blocks were organized in patterns and subjects 

were to speculate how the blocks had looked before they were rearranged. 

U5. Ibi"d., p. 260. 

U6. Salvatore V. Zagona and William J. McKinnon, "Open-
Mindedness and Hypotheses of Interdependence Between Libertarian and 
Equalitarian Processes," Journal of Psychology» LII (1961), 361. 

I4.7. B. Mikol, "Open and Closed Belief Systems as Correlates 
of the Acceptance of New Music and its Composers," unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, Michigan State University, 1958. 

1»8. J. M. Levy and I'lltoai Rokeach, "The Fcmoation of Hew 
Perceptual Systems," The Open and Closed >Tinde ed. 'tilten Rokeach 
(New York: Basic Books, Ine«, 19ft)), pp» 257-2700 
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Ability to go beyond an immediate situation to break down initial sets 

and resynthesize is a characteristic, that distinguishes open from 

closed groups. 

1,9 
Another study by Rokeach Included six Christian religious 

groups* Subjects were chosen from six denominations t Catholic * Epis

copalian, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptists Students 

and clergy ranked each of the six denominations according to its simi

larity to the other five. In addition, preference for tlia denominations 

was measured on an attitude scale. Rokeach found: The more dissimi

lar the faith, the greater its rejection by the subjects. Also, with 

the use of the Dogmatism Scale, it was found that closed subjects re

jected every belief system along the similarity continuum to a greater 

extent than did the open subjects. 

Use in the Present Research 

Rokeach suggested that intolerance in areas not congruent with 

ethnic areas might have a bearing on ethnic intolerance. This re

search, by comparing the results of the Bogardus and Rokeach scales -

which have not been previously used together - will further explore 

Rokeach's contention that intolerance is generalised throughout an 

individual's belief system. A particularistic method (the Bogardus 

Scale) will be used in conjunction with an assessment of the total 

belief system of the teacher (Rokeach Dogmatism Scale). A specific 

U9« Milton Rokeach, "The Organization of Disbelief Systems," 
The Open and Closed Mind, ed. Milton Rokeach (New York: Basic Books, 
Inc., I960). " 



ethnic distance quotient, derived from the Bogardus Scale, can then be 

compared with the total interrelated network of the belief system. 

The Dogmatism Scale has been found both by Rokeach and by others to be 

applicable to many areas besides that to which it was originally ad

ministered. Many such areas were suggested by Rokeach. Some were 

tested at the instigation of other researchers, inspired by Rokeach. 

One application which has not been tested, although suggested by Ro

keach, is in the field of ethnic attitudes, it is this testing and 

comparison that the author is undertaking. 

The two'preceding sections of this chapter have dealt with 

research that employed the Rokeach Scale,or the Bogardus Scale of 

Social Distance. The concluding portion of the chapter will deal with 

the teacher, who is central to the study. 

Only a few investigators report on the extent and specificity 

50 
of importance of the teacher as a determinant of attitudes. Remmers 

has extensively studied the effect of specific information (imparted 

by the teacher) upon high-school students' attitudes. He was able to 

show that materials taking a total of 1$ minutes of class time may 

produce significant changes in a child's attitudes toward various so

cial problems and that the changes persist over extended periods of 

time. Some of the materials dealt with specific topics such as farm 

policy, social security, unions, and attitudes toward the Negro. Rem

mers suggested that students who do not have integrated, well-defined 

SO. H.H. Remmers (ed.), Studies in Attitudes, Purdue Univer
sity Bulletin, Vol. 35, No. li, Studies in Education, No. 26, 193U. 
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attitudes concerning the social problems before the teaching takes 

place are susceptible to the information given by the teachers* The 

attitudes become fixed shortly after the teaching has taken place. 

When the attitudes have emotional connotations, as in a study concern-

ing government-imposed farming regulations, the attitudes are not 

changed. Remmers found that the urban students remained in favor of 

federal farming regulations while farm children continued to oppose 

such restrictions. Remmers concluded that well-organized and en

trenched attitudes are not likely to be changed by the teacher. 

£l 
A liport and Kramer, in a study of college undergraduates, ob

served that the majority of subjects remembered learning something 

about racial attitudes in elementary and high school, but recollections 

were vague. When questioned by the researchers, subjects were unable 

to recall any specific teachings. A small group of the subjects, ap

proximately 8 per cent, reported that they had been taught and had 

learned some "scientific facts about race." This group of 8 per cent 

were found to be less prejudiced than the majority. 

In most elementary school curricula there is no direct mention 

52 
of ethnic relations. Race, religion, prejudice, and discrimination 

seem to be taboo subjects at this level. Certain factors within the 

elementary schools, however, increase intergroup tension and attitudes 

51. G.W. Allport and M.M. Kramer, "Seme Roots of Prejudice," 
Journal of Psychology, XXII (19U6), 9-39. 

52. Intergroup Relations In Teaching Materials (Report of the 
Committee on the Study of Teaching Materials in Intergroup Relations, 
Washington, D.C.t American Council on Education, 19U9). 
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of prejudice and ethnic distance. Research has revealed that preju-

dice increases from kindergarten to grade two. Taba listed the 

following school-related factors which affect ethnic relations: 

a. Homogeneous grouping 

(1) Reduced chance for interrelating 
(2) Narrowness of mind and feeling 
(3) Lowered self-expectations 
(U) Low economic group and minority racial groups are 

placed together where they have no opportunity to 
learn the common culture. 

(5) The stigma of the group destroys motivation and 
self-respect. 

(6) There is no feeling of groupness. 

b. Opportunities for interaction 

(1) Seats fastened down 
(2) Rigid routine in large schools 
. (3) Large classes 
(U) School work is geared to the individual, not the 

group. 

c. Uniform standards with each person responsible for 
himself. 

d. Opportunities to function as a group Member 

e. Teachers' attitudes 

US 
Conclusions from the Lewin, Lippitt, and White study indi

cated that authoritarian teaching procedures in the classroom impair 

53. Mary Ellen Goodman, Race Awareness in Young Children 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Press, 1952). 

Hilda Taba, Elementary Curriculum in Intergroup Rela
tions (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 19li9). 

L. Lewin, R. Lippitt, and R.K. White, "Patterns of Ag
gressive Behavior in Experimentally Created 'Social Climate,1" Journal 
of Psychology. X (1939), 271-299. -
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independence and engender hostility and aggression. Moore provided 

evidence that conservative-authoritarian teachers might be in a prime 

position to engender negative attitudes in their pupils. 

Cf 
Taba, however, concluded that most teachers demand absolute 

58 
conformity. Harper in 1922 found that teachers were conservative 

when questioned about social, political, or religious problems. When 

his study was repeated in 1931;, the responses of teachers indicated a 

liberalization, but in general the responses were still conservative 

and did not approach the radical dimension. 

There have been no consistent conclusions about the effect of 

teachers in fostering desirable intergroup relations among children. 

Although the teacher must work within an organizational pattern influ

enced and sometimes restricted by curriculum and textbooks and 

inhibited by the carrmtunity's expectations, the teacher may set the 

tone for democratic behavior by establishing an informal classroom 

59 
where children are free to work and move. Trager and Yarrow indi

cated that attitudes and values that lead to democratic behavior can 

be developed by focusing education on people and human relations so 

that the curriculum reflects and is permeated by democratic values. 

56. HoT. Moore, "Innate Factors in Conservatism and Radical
ism," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology8 II (1925)$ 23U-2ljiu 

57. Taba, oj). cit. 

58. M.H. Harper, Social Beliefs and Attitudes of American 
Educators (Contributions to Education, No. 29ii)« New York, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1927. 

59. Helen G. Trager and Marion Radios Yarrow, They Learn What 
They Live (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952), pp. 361-362 8 
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Gittler^ emphasized that differences do not create problems. The re

actions to the differences create the problems. Taba, Brady, and 

Robinson^ maintained that in order to teach democratic thinking and 

flexibility "the teacher must first believe it." 

Summary 

The studies mentioned in this chapter are those which seem most 

Closely related to the research undertaken in this study, namely, 

ethnic distance as it appears in teachers* The author has been unable 

to find any conclusive evidence that specifically deals with the teach

er and her perception of ethnic groups in the classroom. This research 

is consequently exploratory. It is to begin to compensate for the in

explicable lack of research dealing specifically with the teacher's 

ethnic attitudes that this research is undertaken, in the belief that 

teachers' attitudes toward ethnic groups are a vital force in the edu

cational process. 

60. Joseph B. Gittler (ed.), Understanding Minority Groups 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1956), p. 136. : 

61. Hilda Taba, E.H. Brady, and John T. Robinson, Intergroup 
Education in Public Schools (Washington, D. C.: American Council on 
Education, 1952). 



CHAPTER III 

THE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOLS AND THE RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

Introduction 

This chapter will present the procedure and methodology for the 

collection of data. A discussion of tests and scales administered to 

the teachers is included. The schools and their ethnic compositions 

will be described. Also, the rationale for the selection of schools 

will be discussed. 

The Setting 

In a report based on the field research of Edward P. Dozier and 

Marianne Dozier,^ the story of integration and how it was legally ef

fected in Arizona was set forth. In 1950, the time of the field re-

63 
search, the city of Tucson had a population of Statistics 

relating to minority groups are approximate, but of the total about 6 

per cent were Negro, 20 per cent Mexican-American, and an appreciable 

6k 
number were Indian. Traditionally, there had been few conflicts be

tween minority groups or between majority and minority groups. In ,1951, 

integration was legally permitted in the schools and it was quickly ac

complished, No protests or agitation were apparent in the school 

62, Robin M. Williams, Jr, and Margaret W. Ryan, "Mission Ac
complished," based on field research prepared by Edward P, Dozier and 
Marianne Dozier. Schools in Transition (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 19Sh)• 

63, Ibid., p, 220 

6i|. Ibid, 

27 
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administration or among teachers or members of the school board. 

According to Williams and Ryan,^ the following factors might 

have had an adverse effect on integration in Tucson had not excellent 

leadership facilitated Integration and prevented problems in the 

schools: 

1. There was some indifference on the part of the Negro 

teachers, some of whom thought that Negro children were not scholasti-

cally prepared to integrate. 

2. Some teachers believed the socio-economic gap between 

whites and Negroes to be too great. 

3. Some parents resented the change. Protests came chiefly 

from the Mexican-American families. 

Problems, however, remained minorj they were never of a magni

tude to concern unduly the community as a whole or the school adminis

tration. 

Since 1951, Tucson, Arizona, has undergone a phenomenal in

crease in population. The mid-year census of I96I4. recorded 2^5,000 

persons living within the city limits of Tucson, an increase of more 

66 
than U00 per cent since the census of April, 1950. In Pima County, 

a change of ethnic distribution is indicated by a substantial increase 

of people with Spanish surnames - from 27,221* in 1950 to iUi,U8l 

65. Ibid.. 228-229. 

66. City-County Planning Department, Research Department, 
Valley National Bank, Tucson, Arizona, Arizona Statistical Review 
(Tucson, I96IO, p. 11. According to the Bureau of Ethnic Research, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, these population figures are 
only rough estimates. No more reliable figures are available. 



in I960. For i960, the ethnic distribution In Tucson was approxi

mately: Anglo 2U9,053, Mexican-American UU,U8l, Indian 7,307, Negro 

8,067, Other 1,233.^ The average daily attendance in Pima County 

elementary schools increased from 37,31*1 in 1959-1960 to 1*6,870 in 1963-

19614, An indication of this growth as manifested in Tucson District 

Number One is presented by the City-County Planning Department of 

Tucson, Pima County: 

Tucson District #1 is 228 square miles in area. Population 
density in the district has increased from li21 persons per 
square mile in 1950 to 1,015 persons per square mile in 1961*. 
The school district is growing in enrollment at the rate of 
approximately 2,300 pupils per year. 

The Selection of Schools 

A proposal for this study was submitted to the Administrative 

Assistant, Mr. Elbert Brooks. Conferences with I!r. Brooks further 

convinced the author of the need for the research. The proposal was 

presented by Mr® Brooks to the Superintendent of Schools, who approved 

the research design. 

Three elementary schools located in Tucson District Niuiiber One, 

Tucson, Arizona, were selected with the direction and assistance of 

Mr. Brooks and Miss Irene Erickson. Miss Erickson, Assistant Superin

tendent in Charge of Elementary Education, conferred with Miss Jewel 

Taylor, Primary Supervisor, and Miss Dorothy Talbert, Intermediate 

67. Ibid., p. 12w 

68. Ibid., p. 37. 

69. City-County Planning Dept., Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, 
196U-1968 School Plan (Tucson, April, 1961^), p. li*. 
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Grades Supervisor, to.select three elementary schools to meet the spec* 

ifications of the research design. 

Mr. Charles Grubbs, Testing Coordinator, was consulted inde

pendently about the selection of schools. He was asked what schools 

would fit the descriptions of the theoretical schools A, B, and C. 

*% 

The schools named by Mr* Grubbs were identical with schools decided 

upon by the administrators and supervisors. 

Conferences were held with Miss Erickson to ensure further the 

validity of the choice. The following were discussed. 

1. The author's description of the three elementary schools. 

2. The schools selected, their histories, patterns of en

rollment, and the cranmunitles they serve. 

3. Administrative need for the study. 

U. The probable willingness of principals and teachers to 

participate in the proposed research. 

The Schools 

The three elementary schools chosen provide a sample of three 

70 
ethnically different populations. 

School Ao The School in Transition, designated as School A, 

is located in the southern part of Tucson. It was built in 1951 and 

accommodates ijl9 pupils. The area it serves borders th® industrial 

and commercial heart of the city. Most of the homes in the area were 

built during the Second World War and many were Inhabited by military 

70. See Figure 1, Population Distribution. 
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personnel* The homes are similar in design. Yard space and recrea

tional facilities are minimal. The homes are valued at $7*000 to 

71 
#12,000. The area became noted for its tidiness. Some semi-

professional people lived here and, according to the principal of 

School A, "three or four families who were in the professions lived 

72 
here — two of them were architects." 

The ethnic population at School A was originally Anglo with a 

minority of Mexican-American families. These Mexican-American fami

lies have been characterized as "hard workers, stable, and getting on 

in the world." 

During the past five years, the number of military personnel 

living in this area has decreased. Families that were viewed as per

manent residents have and are leaving the area for other parts of the 

city. As the principal in School A described it: "This area was and, 
•t 

I guess, will always be one where families move in, save for a better 

home and move to the Eastside." ̂  An influx of Mexican-Americans 

caused little anxiety in the community and few, IP any, problems were 

observed In the school. School A serves an area where Negroes and 

"poor whites" are for the first time beginning to purchase or rent ICET-

cost housing. Two years ago, with the appointsgsnt of the first Negro 

71. Conference with the principal of School A, January 28, 
1965. 

72. Ibid. 

73. Conference with the principal of School A, February 8, 
1965. 
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minister to the area, some Negro families moved into the area. The 

principal reported that "all the church members stayed with the church 

and as far as I know, there was one family that left the church. They 

75 
still support the church financially, but do not attend services#" 

Respect for this minister's family has been verbalized by teachers and 

principal at Sohool A. The slew but steady increase in Negro resi

dents, however, has been accompanied by an influx of "poor whites who 

77 
don't seem to care about anything,." 

School B, The Heterogeneous School, designated as School B, 

is located in the extreme southwest of Tucson District Number One. The 

area has been characterized as "having all kinds of people ... mostly 

nO 
Mexicans, Negro, and some Anglos." Constructed in 1950, School B 

was originally designed to serve the needs of one quarter of its 

present enrollment. Additions to the building have tripled its capac

ity, and it now serves 526 elementary school pupils. The increased 

enrollment has two major causes: a new housing project consisting of 

low-cost, low dosm-paymant homes, and a development of ranch homes in 

the mountain foothills. Most of the older hcenas can be assessed at 

79 
$U,000 to $8,000. A new, large, ultra-modem trailer complex has 

been completed in the past two years but this development doas not 

75o Ibido 

76« See "School A Interviews," Appendix C„ 

77o The interviews indicated that the teachers interviewed 
perceived the "poor-whites" or "white-trash" as a distinct group, 
which they considered as an ethnic minority. 

78. Conference with the principal of School B, February 25, 
1965. 

79. Ibido 
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affeot enrollment "because these people are mostly retired and do not 

Oa 
have children who would attend this school0" 

School 6 has a relatively stable population composition and 

has traditionally maintained ethnic diversity. The principal of 

School B is aware of the ethnic diversity in her school* She re

peatedly made reference to the fact "that it has been this way for 
O, 

a long time." There are Anglos, Negroes, Mexican-Americans, Ameri

can Indians, and Orientals. The American Indians and Orientals are 

the smallest of the ethnic minorities. 

School C. The Homogeneous School, designated as School C, is 

located in the east-central part of Tucson District Number One. The 

School is 15 years old and serves 526 pupils. The area contains 

62 
homes in the $20,000 to $30,000 bracket. Yard space, improvements, 

and care of homes indicate an upper middle class neighborhood. Both 

principal and teachers In School C stated that they consider the area 

"well-off" and "very comfortable," consisting of "professional people." 

The area has remained ethnically stable. However, enrollment has 

leveled off and there seems to be a stable period ahead with a possi

ble decrease in enrollment in this elementary school. The principal 

stated that the "area is stable and people that are here have been 

80. Ibid. 

81. Conference with the principal of School B, March 17, 
1965. 

82. Conference with the principal of School C, January 7, 

1965. 
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here and unless they move to the foothills [an area of more expensive 

O 
homes], they will remain here." 

The majority of students who attend this school are Anglos. 

Some Mexican-Americans and some Orientals comprise the minority of the 

school population. The families of minority children are frequently-

referred to by teachers and principal as "professional people — and 

hard workers." The school can be considered stable in its growth and 

static in its ethnic composition. 

Research Techniques 

A similar procedure for the collection of data was followed in 

each of the three schools. During a specially-called staff meeting, 

the author was introduced to the staff. The General Information Sheet, 

the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance, and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 

(Form E) were then administered to all of the teachers. 

Later, a randan sample of teachers at each school were inter

viewed. Send-structured interviews were used, designed variously for 

different schools, but each encompassing variations of certain basic 

questions. 

General Information Sheet 

The purpose of the General Information Sheet was to pose four 

questions pertaining to perception of minorities. As Allport stated: 

"This neat little experiment shows how our fears and hostility tend to 

83. Ibid, 
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Inflate our perceptions out of all proportion to the facts."^ The 

following question was included on the information sheet: 

Underline the percentage that you think Negroes constitute of 
the whole of this school. 1^, $%, 20%, 2$%t' 30$, UO%, $0%. 

The sane question was posed successively with "Orientals," "Mexican-

Americans," and "American Indians" replacing "Negroes." The actual 

* 

enrollment percentage of each ethnic group in each school was calcu-

85 
lated. A comparison between teacher perception of the minority 

groups and the actual enrollment will be presented in Chapter IV. 

The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance 

86 
The scale. The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance can be 

used to measure attitudes extending from desire for close contact at 

one end of the continuum to hostility and rejection at the other. 

Social groups or individuals may be assessed according to this con

tinuum. The Social Distance Scale does not seek to measure actual 

discrimination® The responses of subjects do not imply behavior. 

The scale is thus an assessment only of attitudes. 

Cumulative research has provided much evidence that individuals 

have ethnic attitudes and will express -those attitudes on question

naires and 8calea. These questionnaires and scales can be constructed 

8U. Allport, og. clt.f p. 228. 

85. The figures on which the percentage was based were sup
plied by the principal of each school. 

86. A copy of the Bogardus Scale will be found in Appendix A. 
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in such a way that they indicate differences between individuals in 

On 

their expressed attitudes toward specific ethnic groups. 

The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance asks the subject to com

mit himself to as many as he chooses of the following categories 

relative to each of a number of ethnic groups. 

1. Would marry into group 
2. Would have as close friends 
3. Would have as next door neighbors 
U. Would work in the same office 
5. Have as speaking acquaintances only 
6. Have as visitors only to my nation 
7. Would debar from my nation 

Studies have indicated that a subject rejecting an ethnic group in one 

of the above social situations will refuse that group all soei lly 

closer situations. The subject, after having indicated his willingness 

to admit members of a particular ethnic group so far and no further, is 

considered to have decided his position of social distance from that 

ethnic group. When the subject has responded to the 30 ethnic groups 

used in the Bogardus Scale, a pattern is formed which indicates the 

subject's tolerance toward those ethnic groups. The pattern is ex

pressed in terns of a Racial Distance Quotient. 

Test procedures. The scale is so designed that the subject 

can react to the 30 ethnic groups in a relatively short period of time 

- usually 10 to 12 minutes. The author, administering this scale, 

asked that the subjects check each statement for each ethnic group 

with this thought in minds "According to my first feeling reactions 

87. Kretch and Crutchfield, op„ cit„, pp. 221-2300 



I would be willing to admit members from the group to one or more of 

the seven classifications to be checked." The following instructions 

were then read: 

1. Use only check mark. 
2. Please give your first feeling reaction in every case. 
3. Give your feeling reactions to each group in terms of 

the chief picture you havfe of the entire group. 
U. Check as many of the seven columns in each case as 

your feelings dictate. 
5. Work as rapidly as possible. 

The progressions of the Bogardus Scale indicate degrees, not 

necessarily equal, of social distance. The Bogardus Scale is an or

dinal scale, permitting comparisons of desired relative intimacy. The 

numbered interval is a discrete variable used to represent a continu

ous variable, which can be identified as the respondent's willingness 

or unwillingness to have contact with a given group. 

Scoring. Bogardus suggested that a simple way of recording 

test scores is to record the nuinber of the column in which, for each 

entry, the check mark farthest to the left occurs. In order to obtain 

the Racial Distance Quotient for a group of individuals, the arithme

tic mean of these numbers is computed for each individual (the indi

vidual's R.D.Q.) and a mean of these scores is then obtained^ 

The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) 

The scale. The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) contains 

forty items designed to measure authoritarianism and general intoler-

88 
ance. "The primary purpose of this scale is to measure individual 

88. A copy of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) will be 
found in Appendix A« 
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89 
differences in openness or closedness of belief systems." Rokeach 

termed authoritarianism and intolerance among the dimensions of the 

belief system. His procedure for the construction of the items for 

the Dogmatism Scale was essentially deductive. Various defining char

acteristics of open and closed systems were identified and statements 

90 
were constructed to detect these characteristics. 

An individual who agrees strongly with a particular statement 

is believed to possess one extreme of the particular characteristic 

being assessed. An Individual who strongly disagrees indicates posses

sion of the opposite extreme. 

Persons adhering dogmatically to such diverse viewpoints as 
capitalism and communism, Catholicism and anti-Catholicism, 
should all score together at one end of the continuum, and 
should all score in a direction opposite to others having 
equally diverse yet undogmatic viewpoints.91 

The Dogmatism Scale was originally composed of 89 items j four 

successive revisions were made to provide refinements and to increase 

92 
reliabilityo Items related to authoritarianism and intolerance are 

scattered throughout the scale. The following items are specifically 

related to authoritarianism: 

a. Beliefs in positive and negative authority 
Item 11 There are a number of people I have coma to 
hate because of the things they stand for. 

89. Rokeachj The Open and Closed Mind» p0 71« 

90. Ibid., pp. 5U-97. 

91. Ibid., p. 72. 

92. The reliabilities for Farm E of the Dogmatism Scale range 
from .68 to .85. Means and standard deviations of successive forms of 
the scale can be found in Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind, p. 90. 
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Item 29 In the history of mankind there have probably 
been just a handful of really great thinkers. 

b. Belief in the canoe 
Item 5 In times like these, a person must be pretty 

selfish if he considers primarily his own 
happiness* 

Item 6 A man who does not believe in one great cause 
has not really lived* 

Item 8 Of all the different philosophies which exist 
in thiB world there is probably only one which 
is correct* 

Item 9 It is only when a person devotes himself to an 
ideal or cause that life becomes meaningful. 

Item 20 A person who gets enthusiastic about too many 
causes is likely to be'a pretty "wishy-washy11 

sort of person. 

Item 21 To compromise with our political opponents is 
dangerous because it usually leads to the be
trayal of our side. 

Item UO When it comes to differences of opinion in re
ligion we must be careful not to compromise 
with those who believe differently from the 
way we do. 

The following items are related to general intolerances 

a. Toward the renegade 
Item 1U A group which tolerates too much differences of 

opinion among its members cannot exist for long* 

Item 23 In times like these it is often necessary to be 
more on guard against, ideas put out by people or 
groups in one's own camp than by those in the 
opposing camp® 

Item 36 The worst crime a person could commit is to at
tack publicly the people who believe in the 
same things he does* 

b. Toward the 
Item 1 

disbeliever 
A person who thinks primarily of his own happi
ness is beneath contempt* 
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Item 26 There are two kinds of people in this world: 
Those who are for the truth and those who are 
against the truth. 

Item 37 Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays 
aren't worth the p&p?r they are printed on. 

Item 39 My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly 
refuses to admit he is wrong. 

In addition to the Dogmatism Score, separate scores for author* 

itarianism and for general intolerance, using the above items only, 

'93 
were computed for each subject. 

Test procedures. The following directions are printed at the 

top of the scale. Initially, the directions were read to the subjects 

by the researcher, who answered any questions the subjects had at that 

time. 

Directions; 

The following is a study of what the general public thinks 
and feels about a number of important social and personal 
questions. The best answer to each statement below is your 
personal opinion. We have tried to cover many different and 
opposing points of view j you may find yourself agreeing 
strongly with soma of the statements, disagreeing just as 
strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about othersj 
whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can 
be sure that many people feel the same as you do. 

Mark each statement in the left-hand margin according to how 
much you agree or disagree with it. Please mark every one. 
Write +1, +2, +3, or -1, -2, -3, depending on how you feel 
in each case. 

+1 I agree a little 
+2 I agree on the whole " 
+3 I agree very much 

-1 I disagree a little 
-2 I disagree on the whole 
-3 I disagree very much 

93. For a complete analysis of all items included in the Dog 
matism Scale, see Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind, p. 71. 
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Scoring, Subjects indicate disagreement or agreement with 

each item on a scale ranging from -3 to +3, with the zero point ex

cluded in order to force responses toward disagreement or agreement. 

This scale is subsequently converted, for scoring purposes, to a 1-7 

scale by adding a constant of k to each item score. The total score 

9h. 
is the sum of scores obtained on all items in the test. ̂  

For all items, agreement is scored as closed and disagreement 

open. To obviate the necessity of converting item scores individually, 

the author chose to obtain first the numeric sum of raw item scores. 

This sum was then converted by adding 160 (the constant four times the 

number of items). Those who score extremely high on this scale have 

been shown to differ consistently from those who score extremely low 

in the ability to form new belief systems, whether these new systems 

9$ 
are conceptual, perceptual, or esthetic in nature. 

The Interview 

Introduction, Personal experience data, the product of the 

interview, are not final} they are simply material to be critically 

analyzed, classified and interpreted, "They are not conclusions, but 

the most important sources for getting at the heart of a social prob-

9h» Ibid., p. 88. 

95. Ibid., p. 397. 

96. Bogardus, Introduction to Social Research (Los Angeles, 
California: Suttonhouse, Ltd., 1936), p. 113. 



Procedure. Three relatively short lists of open-ended ques-

97 
tions were prepared by the author. Before the testing materials 

were presented to the teachers the author met with each principal and 

was given a list with each teacher's name, grade taught, and room 

number. From the list, a random sample of six teachers was chosen. 

One teacher from each grade (grades 1-6) was included. At the time of 

the group testing, all teachers were asked to "check the list posted 

on the door and if your name is on it, please indicate if you are will

ing to chat for thirty minutes or so." The author stood by the door 

and collected test sheets and spoke briefly with each teacher as she 

left. At that time each of the subjects whose names had been checked 

indicated verbally his or her willingness to be interviewed. 

Appointments were made before and after school hours and during 

lunch, recess, and school yard duty. The interviewer usually arrived 

at the school 30 minutes early in order to chat with the other teachers 

and the principal and to observe children in the classrooms. Most in

terviews took U5 minutesj some were as long as two hours. Each teacher 

was interviewed privately and was assured by the interviewer that the 

names of teachers would not be used. No notes were taken during the in

terview. The following statement was made to each teacher: 

I am interested in what teachers think about some social prob
lems. You probably are aware of the area I am interested in. I 
am sure you could detect this from the scales you completed. I 
am interested in what you have experienced here at this school and 
in your impressions as a teacher. Your name will not be used. 
Please feel free to state whatever you wish. All you tell me will 

97. Interview schedules are to be found in Appendix 0} e.g., 
"How has this influx of minorities affected your teaching?1* 
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help me with the gathering of data for my dissertation# 

The statement was worded with two objectives in mind: 

1. To foster rapport between the teacher and the interviewer. 

2. To assure the teacher of the anonymity of the interview. 

No attempt was made to limit the teachers' responses and no at

tempt was made to establish categories for teacher responses. 

Immediately after each interview the interviewer left the 

school and recorded the interview from memory. It was the assumption 

of the author that absence of writing materials would encourage teach

ers to respond freely. 

The author does not claim that the evidence presented by the 

interview materials is conclusive, nor does she claim that they were 

collected in such a manner that their collection could be precisely 

repeated and the results verified. However, the author believes that 

acquaintance with teachers and informal, open-ended interviews regard-

ing their schools and their pupils have contributed significant in

sights to this research. 

After the formal and the statistical in a piece of social 
research have been secured it is still necessary to examine 
personal experiences in order to understand the significance 
of the facts, and why they are defined or interpreted differ
ently by different people. We do not act primarily according 
to the facts, but chiefly according to our experiences and to 
our interpretations of these.98 

Summary 
« 

From Tucson District Number One, three elementary schools were 

selected to provide three ethnically different school populations. Tha 

98. Bogardus, Introduction to Social Research, p. 121. 



sampling of population in the three schools reflects a microcosm of 

the community. The schools are representative types of the School 

in Transition, the Heterogeneous School, and the Homogeneous School. 

The research procedures using scales, questionnaires, and in

terviews have been described. The General Information Sheet presents 

four questions to measure teacher perception. The questions allow an 

assessment of distortions in teachers' perceptions of the size of 

minority groups. The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance and Rokeach 

Dogmatism Scale (Form E) provide: 

1. A Racial Distance Quotient 

2. A measure of authoritarianism and general intolerance. 

The open-ended interview provides ah account of teacher atti

tudes toward ethnically based experiences. The value of the open-

ended interview is that it allows responses unrestricted by predeter

mined categories. Interviews with a randomly chosen sample of the 

teachers from each school amplified the findings. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Introduction 

From three elementary schools of differing ethnic composition, 

the ethnic distance attitudes Of 5>1 teachers were assessed* The sam

ple comprised the total teacher populations of the three schools — 

School A, the School in Transition, School B, the Heterogeneous School, 

and School C, the Homogeneous School. To measure ethnic attitudes of 

teachersscales and questions were administered to measure ethnic dis

tance, authoritarianism and general intolerance, and perceptions of 

minority groups. The research tools used to measure these, the Bogar-

dus Scale of Social Distanoe, the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E), 

and the General Information Sheet, yield numeric results which are 

readily susceptible to statistical analysis,. 

In this chapter the findings from each are presented« Results 
-V 

are compared for School A, for School B, and for School C» A Selected 

Racial Distance Quotient was separately determined, using only ques

tions to measure attitudes toward Indians, Mexican-Americans, Negroes, 

and Orientals. PVora the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) items per

taining to authoritarianism and to general intolerance were separately 

scored0 These reduced and selected scales were chosen to bear more 

directly on the teachers' present ethnic situation. The results on 

the selected scales for the three schools are compared. Finally, 

1*6 
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results are compared to determine any correlation between the two 

scales. 

The above research tools may be considered as a set, numerical

ly scored and statistically comparable. The interviews constitute a 

second set of research findings. No attempt is made to submit the in

formation they contain to statistical analysis or to grade or rate them 

according to arbitrarily established categories. 

The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance. 

A Bogardus Racial Distance Quotient was obtained for each 

teacher as described in Chapter III. A score of 3.0 would indicate the 

subject would have members of' any of the 30 ethnic groups as next door 

neighborsj a score of 1.0 would mean the subject would marry into any 

of the groups. The means and standard deviations for each school are 

listed in the following table: 

TABLE I 

BOGARDUS RACIAL DISTANCE QUOTIENT 

School A School B School C 

Mean lo73 1.79 1.73 

S D .57 .66 .61* 

There is no significant difference between the means. The 

mean R.D.Q.'s may be considered to be essentially the sane for each 
n 

group of teachers tested. 
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The individual R.D.Q.'s ranged from 1,0 to 3.5, the majority 

of the 51 scores of the sample falling between 1.1 and 2 .U* The five 

subjects who scored above 3#0 were randomly distributed among the 

schools. The distribution curves were similarly shaped and skewed 

to the right. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

Approximate Distribution Curve for Bogardus Scale 

9 
It seemed possible that teachers might have different reactions 

to ethnic groups represented in school populations in Tucsor- School Dis

trict Number One. Selected R.D.Q.'s were, therefore, calculated using 

only the reactions to Orientals, American-Indians, Mexican-Americans, 

and Negroes. The resulting means are shewn in the following table: 



TABLE II 

SELECTED RACIAL DISTANCE QUOTIENTS 

U9 

School in 
Transition 

School A 

Heterogeneous 
School 

School B 

Homogeneous 
School 

School C 
Three 

Schools 

Orientals 2.27 

American-
Indians 2.20 

Mexican-
Americans 1.73 

Negroes 2.72 

Selected R.D.Q. 2„2U 

2.17 

2.06 

1.78 

2.17 

2.07 

2.06 

2.17 

1.9U 

3.00 

2.29 

2.16 

2.11* 

1.82 

2.63 

The mean Selected Racial Distance Quotient is highest for the Homogen

eous School, School C. The mean for School A, the School in Transi

tion, is slightly lower. The ma an for the Heterogeneous School, School 

B, is noticeably lower than the other two. The sorting out of the par

ticular ethnic groups allows a comparison of ethnic distance of the 

whole teacher population toward the various minorities present. The 

greatest difference between the schools occurs in the R.D.Q.'s toward 

Negroes. 

In summary, the Bogardus Scale revealed no significant differ

ence between the groups tested. The mean Selected R.D.Q., however, was 

lower at the School in Transition (School A.) than at the Homogeneous 

School (School C), and lowest at the Heterogeneous School (School B)« 



Teacher proximity to the ethnic minorities in School B may be responsi

ble for this greater tolerance* 

The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) 

The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) was first scored as a 

whole, the UO items being equally weighted. As a reference point, 

if a subject were to agree with half of the statements and disagree 

with counterbalancing intensities, with the other half, his score 

99 
would be 160. Rokeach, however, testing college groups, obtained 

means of 11*1-153; that is, his average subject did more disagreeing 

than agreeing. 

In the three groups tested in this Investigation scores ranged 

from 101 to 181. Each of the groups yielded a distribution which ap

proaches a normal curve. The means and standard deviations are as 

follows: 

TABLE III 

ROKEACH DOGMATISM SCALE 

School A School B School C 

Mean l!|8 Dj? U|2 

S D 17.1 21.2 15.9 

There are no significant differences between the means or be

tween the standard deviations. It is interesting, however, that the 

99. Rokeach, oj>. cit., p. 88. 
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largest standard deviation, a measure of variability, occurred at the 

school which has the greatest diversity (School B). The smallest 

standard deviation occurred at the Homogeneous School (School C). 

The items pertaining to authoritarianism and those pertaining 

to general intolerance were scored separately. The average scores 

100 
for each school were converted into numbers which could more readily 

be compared to the total dogmatism score. The results are shown in 

Figure 3. 

Correlation between Bogardus and Rokeach Scales 

Relations between the Bogardus Scale and the Selected R.D.Q. 

on the one hand, and on the other hand the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, 

authoritarianism items, and intolerance items, were investigated* A 

product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated for all combina

tions of scales. The coefficients are listed in Table 5 in the appen

dix,, 

There was found to be virtually no correlation between the 

Dogmatism score and either R.D.Q. or Selected R.D.Q. Some positive 

correlation was found by comparing the R.D.Q. and Selected R.D.Q. to 

items pertaining to authoritarianism. There was positive correlation 

between Selected R.D.Q. and intolerance items. Th© highest correlation 

obtained was between R.D.Q. and intolerance items. 

100. The scores were converted by being multiplied by ho/9 
and UO/7, respectively. 
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Perception 

Teacher perceptions of the size of minority groups relative to 

total enrollment were measured by responses to the four significant 

questions on the General Information Sheet* In Table IV, the mean re

sponses are compared to the actual percentage of each minority group. 

TABLE IV 

PERCEIVED VERSUS ACTUAL MINORITY ENROLLMENTS 

(All numbers are in percentages) 

« a. Mexican- American-
Negroes Orientale )amrieau 

School A 
School in Transition 

Perceived 7 1 22 3 

Actual 5 1 20 0 

School B 
Heterogeneous School 

Perceived 25 

Actual 25 

2 30 3 

1 25 0.2 

School C 
Homogeneous School 

Perceived 0 

Actual 0 

1 5 0 

1 - 1 0  0  



There was a wide range of responses. Two teachers In School A, 

for example, answered that the population of School A, actually £ per 

cent Negro, was 25 per cent Negroj two teachers in School B, where 

Mexican-Americans constitute 25 per cent of the population, perceived 

the percentage of Mexican-Americans to be $0 per cent. 

In his research using similar questions, AUport found the size 

of minority groups to be consistently over-estimated.*0* The mean 

scores, however, correlate quite closely with the actual enrollment. 

The teachers at School C, the Homogeneous School, perceived the Mexican-

American enrollment at that school to be significantly less than 

actuality. 

Patterns of the Interviews 

Interview analysis. Subtleties of personal bias, both of the 

interviewer and of the teachers interviewed, affect the information 

that may be derived by the use of the interview technique. After the 

interview it is necessary to evaluate what the teachers have stated. 

Evaluation is a crucial factor in the personal intenriew, as Bingham 

and Moore stated: 

The distinction between evidence and inference cannot be too 
strongly emphasized. Indeed one of the most difficult points 
to make clear to interviewers is this difference between the 
eliciting of evidence and the evaluation of evidence .102 
[Italics added] 

101. Allport, op. cit., p. 228. 

102. Walter Van Dyke Bingham and Bruce Victor Moore, How to 
Interview (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19U1), p. 129. 



Interviews with a randan sample of teachers (a total of 18), 

from School A, School 6, and School C, yielded data from which atti-

tudinal patterns emerge* The interview analysis is presented in two 

sections. First, comments from the six interviews at the school will 

be grouped by topic, with limited interpolation, to present a verbal 

profile of teacher attitudes The second Section is the text of an 

interview chosen to typify responses from that school* 

School A profile. School A is Characterized as the School in 

Transition. The responses of all the teachers indicated concern with 

the immediate school community, change in ethnic population, and eth

nically related problems. Property values and inter-group socializa

tion were mentioned frequently. "Things are changing here, and the 

homes are getting run down. After all, why do people leave? It's 

because property values are decreasing." (#1) "Course we have poor 

whites moving in. They are bad — go out, drink up their money. 

None of my business; it's a matter of what they value. They just don't 

value the same things." (#2) "The property will go daim when more 

Negroes move in. They don't keep up their homes." We are changing 

here and it's a shame. It makes me sick to think of what is happen

ing." (#li) 

"It's hard for some teachers to know how to reach these chil-

dren. They just get tired. [Teacher]wants to get outj in fact, 

103. Quotations are presented in the form in which they were 
recorded. The number of the interview from which it is taken follows 
each quotation. The interviews and interview schedules are to be 
found in Appendix C. 



she's very unhappy} she calls her children 'dirty and stupid'." (#6) 

"The teaching standards have to be lowered because these chil

dren just cannot understand. It takes three or four weeks to get a 

concept across when it should only take a week or so. The more the 

Negro comes in, and at the same time those poor whites come in, the 

more trouble we will have." (#J>) 

The teachers at School A viewed their school as one having 

been in a comfortable area, new changing, due to an influx of "poor 

whites" and Negroes. Major factors of concern to all the teachers were 

1. White middle class families are leaving the area because 

of the influx of minorities and the fear of socialization with minor

ities in the Junior and Senior High School. 

"... the parents don't want their kids to go to -:kk:- Junior 

High School and High School. You know, it's kind of rough in that 

area and in those schools." (#1) "We have parents who are ready to 

move but are waiting for the end of the tarm0 They save their money 

to get out, and it's not because of our school, but it's because of 

•5KS5- Junior High School. It's bad there. There are groups of Mexicans 

and Negroes who will fight and cause all kinds of trouble. They have 

gangs and leaders that come dcrt-m here and single out our kinds to be 

leaders of gangs here, so that when they go to -shks- Junior High they 

will be ready to join the bigger gang." (?/&) "It's terrible to 

think of the nice kids going to *-«-& Junior High ... The parents 

want them in a better area. If you associate with kids who are going 

to college, then you'll want to go, but if you associate with dropouts 

you'll not care either." (^) 
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2. The homes are becoming "neglected" (#5) and property will 

"go down" (#U) and "devaluate." (#U) 

"Things are changing here and the homes are getting run down. 

After all, why do people leave? It's because property values are de

creasing." (#1) "The area is changing. With Negroes moving in the 

property devaluates." (#3) "The homes are just neglected. There's 

ten kids running around a house, and no food or father — what can you 

do? The poor whites seem to cause trouble because they want to stay 
•% 

for a while and then move out." (#5) "The block I live on started 

out as a neat street. Everyone took care of yards, garbage, you know. 

Well, then we got some poor whites at one end of the street, and the 

family next to him moved and a Negro family moved in. Well, it's just 

moving on down the street. So you see, you can't blame the whites who 

move for moving." (#5) "People are moving out in droves. It's sad 

but it's what people want to do. At least they can try to get out. 

They just do not want to associate." (#2) 

3. Teaching minorities poses difficulties. 

"What can you teach them?" (#1) "It's a hard job teaching 

them." (#6) "There is no hope. I'm not going to crusade, and I just 

get discouraged. What's the use if you're going to get good kids and 

lose them. I'm so tired of trying to teach these kids. They don't 

care." ($±) "You have to entertain them, and then they are interested, 

but only for a short time." (#3) "It's hard for some teachers to know 

how to reach these children. They Just get tired." (#6) 



U. Five of the six teachers indicated ethnic distance toward 

the "poor white" and the Negro* One teacher especially mentions the 

Oriental disparagingly. (#3) Throughout the interviews are indica

tions of recurring statements of the negative effects of a minority 

influx and of the plight of the School in Transition. 

"We have no problem with the Mexican-American, but I can see 

how some families don't want their children to play with Negro chil

dren. I think Civil Rights is fine, except it's going to take hundreds 

and hundreds of years for equality to come about ... The Negro has been 

stepped on and he is down, so how can I say we are equal? We are not. 

We are getting some poor-white families and, honestly, they are worse 

than the Negro. They are Just sponging off society." (#1) 

"The rest would want to leave [desire a teacher's transfer]. 

It's because of the Negroes, Mexican-Americans, and white trash. They 

move into an area and it changes." (#2) "Last year I said something 

one day to my principalj I saw son© colored in the sohool yard, and I 

said, 'I hope I don't get any1 — you know, Just a comment. Well, I 

haven't got any ... ® Junior High is bad. Mostly Negro and Mexican-

Americans, just terrible«, I would like to transfer if w@ get many mors 

hare| I really would." (#3) "I taught at -:kk;- and I was there when we 

had the best Anglos. The Mexicans moved, then Negroes. It was a^fulo 

I get ill whan I see names of my former students who have stolen, raped, 

or killed. It's inevitable." (^U) "The teaching standards have to be 

lowered because these children just do not understand." (#5) "Most 

teachers want to get out to tetter schools. They look at the kids, 
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and it's a hard job teaching them, and if it were not for the principal 

they would leave*" (fJ®6) 

School A profile summary. The teachers interviewed at School 

A, the School in Transition, viewed their school as one that is eth

nically changing. Because of the influx of "poor whites" and Negroes, 

the middle class families are moving out of the area. The populations 

of the junior high school and senior high school that serve this area 

are composed of many ethnic groups. Their heterogeneity is a motivat

ing factor for the exodus of Anglo families. Minority children are 

viewed as difficult to teach, lowering the standards of teaching and 

limiting the teacher's efficiency. The teachers expressed physical and 

mental fatigue, and a lack of vitality and enthusiasm was evident. Two 

teachers stated that they would like to leave, and four teachers men

tioned others who wanted to transfer. 

The following interview (#3) provides an example of School A 

(School in Transition) teacher responses: 

Interview,, School A„ ^3. 

We have more Negroes here than we did a couple of years ago. 
I've taught here ten years and I know. We have some Orientals 
now that we have never had before. 

[Chinese boy walked past the room J This one boy's family 
has a store, and I went up to buy all the janitors a ham for 
Christmas. Well, the place was awful. Smslled — it was not 
good. So we are getting that kind of place here, too. W© even 
have a bar or two. Yes, the area has and is changing. With 
Negroes moving in the property devaluates. Last year I said 
something one day to my principal! I saw some colored in the 
school yard and I said, 'I hope I don't get any' — you know, 
just a comment. Well, I haven't got any. It may be because 
I said this; it may not. Some teachers put their arms around 
any kid. I just can't. One teacher I knew would be walking 
down the street and would do this, why, even the dirtiest kids 
— nose runny and all. Well, she would say, 'Isn't he cute?' 



I caq't do that. The kid was not cute; he was dirty, and I 
prefer clean ones to dirty ones. We even have son® miscege-
nationists; yes, white and black living together. We never 
had that before. The homes are run down. A little girl told 
me yesterday she was moving. I asked her why, and she said 
because a Negro family was moving in next door. She said she 
never has seen a nice Negro family or a clean one. They are 
so noisy and never keep a place clean. Of course the girl is 
right. 

Junior High is bad — mostly Negro and Ifexican Ameri
cans, just terrible. I would like to transfer if we get many 
more here. I really would. I just don't know. When I was a 
child we had a Negro helper. Her name was Lily White. Yes, 
that was her name. But I'll never forget the big platter with 
her thumbs, black thumbs, on each side. My mother said she 
did not touch the food, but I am sure she did. It has always 
bothered me. 

We have a lower-class; what else would move here? It's a 
low-rent area and some people, I know, come in just for a while 
to look around. But it's awful. I think it's going to affect 
the bond issue for the schools. 

[Following day - investigator meets teacher in the hall.] 

See how quiet they are: I don't believe in all that noise 
and having bedlam. I do not go home with headaches at night 
like the others. They should be quiet. We even have a student 
court. They are stricter than I am and they take care of each 
other. They don't let each other get in trouble, chew gum, 
any of that foolishness. 

This is not a real high group and they lose interest quickly 
You have to entertain them, and then they are interested but 
only for a short time. 

My class is orderly. They should be getting down to busi
ness. There should not be a peep out of them. I want to leave 
my room any time and not have any noise. 

I'd like to transfer to the east side; and I am sure many 
others would like to do so. Even the principal is conderned 
about what is happening — decreased enrollment and all these 
people moving in. 



School B profile. School B is characterized as the Heterogene

ous School. Ethnic distance as verbalised by these teachers was di

rected primarily toward Negroes. Their comments indicated that the 

that the teachers considered heterogeneity in the school advantageous. 

However, the Negro, as they viewed him, caused trouble. Property 

values and socialisation were not oesisldered problems by these teachers. 

"The Negro causes a lot of trouble. We have tried different 

ways of changing the system of transporting the kids, but it's hard. 

The colored kids are belligerent) they get this from their homes. The 

Mexican-Americans don't give us any trouble, but the Negroes do. They 

steal." (#1) The biggest problem of course is [Negro residential 

area]. The Negroes live in shacks — just awful living conditions. I 

know one family that is actually proud to be* filthy. A lot are like 

this, you knew. They are p?oud, it seems, to be dirty. They don't 

care ... The Negroes steal and hove gangs; hour can you change this?" 

(#2) "Ever since the [civil Rights] funny business, why, things are 

happening with the childrenj the colored kids are restless, fighting 

and causing troublee They get this frosm their familiese" (#U) "One 

time, I went on the school bus with all the Negro children, and I 

asked them if they minded being called 'niggers,' and that they acted 

lite niggers, and as long as they acted like niggers they would b© 

treated that way." (#6) 

The teachers in School B considered the school's heterogene

ous ethnic composition satisfactory} it presents some problems but 

heterogeneity la a sound educational approach. "I think it's good 
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to teach all kids, but there are many things out here that make the 

job harder." (f&) 

Factors mentioned by all the teachers were: 

1. They (the teachers) viewed the Negro minority negatively® 

The Negro is considered "belligerent," (#1) and "filthy." (#2) There 

will be "trouble if we get more Negroes." (#U) The Negro is "pushing 

too hard and la looking for the smallest thing,Just to cause a commo

tion. This is not right, and I'm against all this stuff for the Negro." 

(#1) "If you were to offer them [teachers] a transfer tomorrow, I 

think we would have seven out of the eighteen who would leave„ Now out 

of those, four would definitely leave because of the races here. It's 

mostly the Negro they resent." (#$) 

2. They (the teachers) viewed the Heterogeneous School posi

tively. "This school has always been mixed, and that's the way it is 

now. I have always felt this was a stable kind of thingj you know, all 
* 

kinds0" (#ii) "We have all kinds her® ami it's balanced. AH sorts of 

races here." (#3) "There are no particular problems her©, and I think 

it is because w© have all, races, not one pitted against the other." 

(#2) "I think w© have always had a mixed bunch of kids. It's funny; 

the flaw Orientals seem to b© so quiet and work so hard. The Mexican-

AjHsrieans don't cause any trouble0" (#U) "W© have all kindse Ths 

school composition is a good thing} the mere the merrier® I think this 

is the way it should be." (#6) 

3c Teaching of minorities poses difficulties. "I think the 

teachers here do u&derstand, and I guess some don't really take the 
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time to think about some of the things they do." (#6) "There are 

teachers who do not care one bit about the kids and do not understand 

or like the many kinds of races here. I think they are the teachers 

who give up caring ... These teachers are absolutely blind to the 

needs of the kids," (#5) "I think there should be some work for 

teachers in helping them work in schools like this." (#6) "More train

ing should be given to the teacher who will be teaching these kids." 

(#1) "You cannot help teachers in a course and you have to be out here 

to see the many little problems, stealing lunches, money, anything." 

(#2) "I've seen teachers come and go —- I've seen teachers cry even. 

It's because they are nervous, that's all; they are nervous. They 

have high standards and they can't teach that way here." (#k) 

School B profile summary. The teachers at School B verbalized 

feelings of ethnic distance toward the Negro, but the heterogeneity of 

the school was termed "a good thing." (§6) Problems centered around 

the Negroes, who were considered troublsseisa and irritating. 

The following interview (ttk) provides an example of School B, 

Heterogeneous School, teacher responses. 

Interview School B» #h 

I have taught hsr© for tealva years«, The school is Hi years 
old. The group Is 1m class mostly. Yes, very low class„ 

This school has always been mixed, and that's the way it is 
now. I have always felt this was a stable kind of thing; you 
know, all kinds. There are no new groups coming in hero, most
ly the same groups,, Gosh, the Negroes have had whole families 
attend, brothers, sisters, even some uncles, I'll bet. 

I've seen teachers came and go. I've seen teachers cry 
even. Yes, and I know why. It is because they are nervous; 
that's all, they are nervous. They have high standards, and 



they can't teach that way here. You have to lover your 
standards} can't have them high. No, I learned right away 
so new I teach about at the middle standard, so I can hit 
the low and the high ones* Some teachers leave. I know 
it's hard for some, so they ask for transfers and get them 
or leave. Then we get teachers that want to be here. Not 
one teacher here would want to leave. It's taken a while, 
but now we have the teachers we want. 

No, not any shifts here in the community. But ever 
since the funny business [Negro Civil Rights], why, things 
are happening with the children; the colored kids are rest
less, fighting and causing trouble. They get this from 
their families. They have gangs. They have a leader for 
the girls' gang and a leader for the boys' gang, and they 
fight terribly among themselves all the time. Now, I can 
tell the Mexican kids to break up a group out in the play
ground, or the whites, but I can't tell a group of Negroes, 
because the minute I leave they are back together again. 
Imagine, gangs in elementary school. Why, they are getting 
ready for the Junior and Senior High School. They stick 
together. It's their parents that encourage this. 

No, I just don't think more minorities are coming here, 
but I guess we could have some trouble if we get more 
Negroes. 

I think this Civil Rights stuff has upset all the children. 
The Negro parents insist an rights, and they look for trouble. 
Why, one parent came here and actually knocked down a teacher 
— unconscious. It was kept pretty quiet, but then this 
mother was mentally ill and has been in and out of the Stat® 
Hospital. I think, though, that the kids are touchy and 
have a chip on their shoulders. 

One problem I see is that we now have for the first time 
a Negro teacher, who I saw and heard stick up for some Negro 
kids. This could be a-big problem. When I said to him, 
"Why are you sticking up for them?" he did not even answer 
me. They are just like the other kids. Anyway, if we get 
more of this, this means trouble. See, they are touchy and 
stick up for theifiselveso It's all because of the Civil 
Rights situation, I am sure. 

School C profile. The teachers from School C, the Homogene

ous all-white school, viewed their school as an "upper middle class 

school" (#2) composed of children from professional families. An 
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influx of ethnic groups would disturb the teacher and present a threat 

to the status quo. Teachers believed that economic and social problems 

would arise if any minorities were to move into this school area* 

Problems about ethnic groups of major concern to the teachers 

at School C were: 

1. Economic conditions would change. The property values 

would "go way down." (jflL) "You know -in:-::- Elementary School did change 

overnight, but they have professional Negroes there. When Negroes 

move in the property values go way down." (#1) "I think the biggest, 

most important problem is that property values go way down, and you 

begin to have a lot of problems with parents." (#2) "People worry 

about property and how terrible a place can get if there are hundreds 

of dirty kids around. Trouble? Why, it could change everything0" 

(#3) "I have rentals. I would refuse them and I don't care how much 

trouble I got in. I'd fight it. I don't see them as equals." (#U) 

"I think the greatest trouble would be in the devaluation of property 

around here. Standards would go down. But most of all the parents 

would be upset. If I had a home I could not rent it to a minority 

member, but somebody might do it just for double rent. People should 

stay where they are." (#5) "It would hurt the homes here. Property 

values would go down." (#6) 

2. It is considered desirable to maintain the status quo. 

"We don't have Negroes; we never have. We don't have a one. And I 

don't think we will get any • •• I suppose if we had Negroes the 

whole place would change." (#1) "People should stay where they are ... 
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I would not want to work with deprived kids, not me. Let someone else 

work with poverty, not me." (#3) "I think I would just quit the job 

if we had lots of minority people coaming here. Some teachers would 

want to transfer, but I would quit." ($*) "I like this school the 

way it is. We have some minorities, we've got Jews, but not very many. 

They study and work hard, and they are not trouble ... I think it would 

upset the whole way we run things here." (#5) "As for me, I prefer 

to stay here, not worry about the stuff that goes on at School. 

They have fights, and someday a teacher could get in trouble." (#6) 

"Any influx would upset a nice balance here." (#2) 

3. Ethnic minorities pose a threat. "Negroes should not 

push or expect to have things done for them; they should earn it and 

work for equality. I suppose if we had Negroes the whole place would 

change." (#1) "The Negroes were rude, [in teacher's previous place 

of residence] did not go back in the buses, and were really antagonis

tic ... If the races mix, pretty soon you've got a hodge-podge. 
i j 

Negroes should shift for themselves and make it on their own. I'd 

worry if my children had to mix. You know; you've taught: it's the 

things that happen after school and the social things that you have 

to keep an eye on." (#3) "I would not under any circumstances have 

a Negro in my home." {irk) "I saw it happen in -5!**- „ Just terrible. 

In about five years my classroom changed from a few colored to almost 

99% colored. The streets were dangerous to walk on." (#6) 

School C profile summary. The major difficulty, according to 

the respondents, would be the economic depreciation of the homes0 
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"All the homes would be ramshackle after a while. They don't take care 

of lawns or anything." (#6) "People worry about property and how ter

rible a place can get if there are hundreds of dirty kids around. 

Trouble? Why, it could change everything. (#3) The teachers desire 

to maintain the status and ethnic composition of School C as it is. 

An influx of minorities would present a threat to the school and the 

community. The teachers believed such an influx would present prob

lems to the parents. The following points appeared in various forms 

in all the interviews: 

1. Economic conditions would be adversely affected by any in

flux of minorities. 

2. . The responses were protective toward the "nice professional" 

families and "nice neighborhood." 

3. If minorities moved into the area, discipline would be af

fected and the social situation would become difficult. 

School C can be classified as a homogeneous all-white elemen

tary school with a protective and dedicated staff. Any minority would 

constitute a threat to the teachers» 

The following interview (#5) provides an example of School C 

teacher responses: 

Interview, School C« ff$ 

I've been here for four years. It's been my first and only 
school. We have kids from all professional homes here. Upper 
middle class. I don't know too much about the Mexican childj 
I don't have very many, and this grade level, there's no differ
ence. All my kids have all the good things in life. Honey, 
clothes, beautiful hones, and everything. So I guess I can't 
say. I think if we started to get minorities some teachers 
might'want to get out to another area. I really can't say how 
I'd feel. But you can be sure some would want to get out. 
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I think the greatest trouble would be in the devaluation 
of property around here. Standards would go down. But most of 
all the parents would be upset. If I had a home I could not 
rent it to a minority member, but somebody might do it just 
for double rent. I think this wrong. The people should stay 
where they are. I like this school the way it is. We have 
some minorities; we've got Jews, but not very many. They study 
and work hard, and they are not trouble. The other kids accept 
them. I don't even think they know the difference in elemen
tary school between Jews and Gentiles. The Orientals, well, 
you can tell they are different, but they are the best kidsi 
Clean, and you don't hear a peep out of them. No trouble at 
all. 

If you had minorities you'd have to enrich it here — like 
giving more things in the curriculum, more things that these 
ld.ds already know about. I think it would upset the whole way 
we run things here. I think the homes would really change. 
Lawns and flowers and trees would just be neglected. You can 
imagine how run-down an area can get. 

I came from the Midwest and we always had trouble. Honestly, 
my Dad could really tell you. He sold a heme and took a real 
beating because some Negroes had moved in a couple of block® 
away. They just keep edging in, slowly. 

I have never had a course in this sort of stuff about mi
norities, and I guess it would be interesting, but right now 
I don't ever want to think of another course. Besides, courses 
don't really tell you what to do. So, why bother? 

I'm not much help to you, but as I see it, we would have 
problems here in the community if any minorities started to 
live here. 

Analysis of Data 

Statistical Findings. Scales, questions relating to percep

tion and open-ended interviews were administered to teachers from 

three schools of differing ethnic composition. Results from the 

Bogardus Scale of Social Distance, when statistically analyzed, 
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showed no significant difference in the means of the three schools, 

A, B, and C. The mean Racial Distance Quotient was lower than that 

found by Bogardus"^ using the identical scale for a sample of 61,590 

individuals in 1956. Bogardus found a mean which can be compared 

with the means of this sample of 51 teachers. Bogardus' R.D.Q. mean 

was 2.08, the means for this research were School A: 1.73, School B: 

1.79, and School C: 1.73. 

The Selected R.P.Q., including only groups present in the 

schools, revealed ethnic distance quotients toward the Oriental, the 

American-Indian, the Mexican-American, and the Negro. These means 

corre'spond to Bogardus1 national sample; the means were 2.2U for School 

A, 2o07 for School B, and 2.29 for School C. Both School A, the School 

in Transition, and School C, the Homogeneous School, yield slightly 

higher but not significantly higher means than School B, the Hetero

geneous School. 

The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E) was administered to all 

the teachers in each of the schools. Identical means of 11*2 obtained 

in School B and School C, and a mean of 1U8 in School A, provide a 

statistical distribution which approaches a normal curve. No signifi

cant differences between the means or between the standard deviations 

were found. The items pertaining to authoritarianism and those per

taining to general intolerance were separately scored. School A, the 

School in Transition, was found to exhibit greater authoritarianism 

and intolerance and to score higher on the totality of items of the 

lOUo Bogardus, Social Distance, p. 33. 
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Rokeach Scale. School C, the Homogeneous School, scored lower oh the 

authoritarianism items but higher than School B on the intolerance 

items* 

The relationship between the Rokeach Scale and the Bogardus 

Scale of Social Distanceo No significant correlation between the Dog

matism Score and the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance was. found. The 

105 
coefficient of correlation between the two instruments for all the 

schools was .13. Some correlation was found when Selected R.D.Q. were 

compared with the authoritarian items (.110. 

Positive correlation of .28 was found between the Selected 

R.D.Q. and the Rokeach Intolerance Items® Higher correlation of „33 

was found between the Bogardus Scale and the intolerance items. The 

difference, although small, does -exist between the schools in degrees 

of intolerance (see Fig. 3). 

Perception of Percentages of Minority Groups. Results from 

the four questions related to perception of minority groups in their 

schools. The mean scores indicated that the percent of minority groups 

in the schools was perceived accurately within five percent of error 

for each mean obtained (see Table IV, p® 53)» 

Interviews«, The samples of teachers are internally consistent! 

they teach in Tucson District Number One, and they taught in elementary 

schools. In background, age, sex, academic achievement, religious af

filiation, size of family, and grade-level taught, they differ. How

ever, the emergent pattern of ethnic distance is distinct for each 

10?. The Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients are to be 
found in Appendix B, Table V. 



school studied. A clear positive relationship between the ethnic com

position of the school and the" expressed attitudes of its teachers 

toward ethnic groups is demonstrated. As one teacher stated: "I think 

the problems here are different than at other schools." (/& - B) 

The interviews provide an inventory of ethnic distance which 

was verbalized to some degree in all the schools. 

School A, the School in Transition, views itself as a changing 

school. All the teachers expressed ethnic distance. Economic devalua

tion of property was considered a threat. Anxiety was also expressed 

about socialization between children of different ethnic backgrounds. 

An exodus of middle-class families was deplored. Formation of gangs 

in the local junior and senior high school was frequently mentioned. 

The emerging pattern is of a school whose teachers are apprehensive 

and physically and mentally exhausted by ethnically based problems that 

are teacher, community, and pupil centered. 

The teachers at School B, the Heterogeneous School, expressed 

approval of its heterogeneity. However, feelings of ethnic distance 

were revealed in the interviews. The ethnic distance was directed 

particularly toward the Negro. Problems in the teaching of Negroes 

were frequently mentioned. The pattern of School B is one of relative 

stability with consistent expression of ethnic distance toward the Ne

gro and relatively little apprehension of threat. 

The pattern that emerges from the Homogeneous School, School 

106 
C, is termed protective-intolerant. The status quo was considered 

106. The term protective-intolerant is the author's, derived 
from teacher responses but not from the interview vocabulary. 
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highly desirable. An influx of minorities was feal*ed; belief was ex

pressed that such an influx would lower property values and cause social 

and disciplinary problems both within and outside the school. 

Summary 

Mean scores from the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance showed 

no significant differences between the three schools. Differences of 

ethnic distance did appear when particular ethnic groups present in 

the schools were separately scored. When a Selected R.TJ.^. was com

puted, mean differences became apparent between the schools. I!eans ' 

derived from the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Farm E) were identical In 

School B, Heterogeneous School, and School C, Homogeneous School. 

School A, the School in Transition, scored higher in authoritarianism 

and general intolerance. Ho correlation between the Dogmatism Scale 

and the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance was found. Some correlation 

was found between the Selected R.D.Q. and the Rokeach Intolerance 

I tens, and between the Bogardus Scale and the Rokeach Intolerance Items® 

Teachers' responses concerning perception of minorities in 

their schools indicated accurate perceptions. The contention that 

ethnic distance will produce over-estimation of size of minorities 

cannot be supported by this research. 

The interview material provided three distinct emergent pat

terns for the three schools. 

In School A, anxiety was expressed about the influx of minori

ties ethnic distance was manifest. Residential instability, lowered 
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economic conditions and difficulty in teaching newly-arrived minorities 

emerged as the problems of a school in transition. 

School B emerges as a school which is proud of its stability 

and ethnic heterogeneity. Expressions of ethnic distance are directed 

primarily toward the Negro. 

School C, the Homogeneous School, emerges as a protective-

intolerant school which desires to maintain the status quo. Ethnic, 

distance toward all minorities was verbalized. 

An analysis of the results of the two sets of research tools, 

the scales and questions and the interviews, revealed correlations be

tween them. Certain differences emerged between the School in Transi

tion, the Heterogeneous School, and the Homogeneous School. Chapter V 

will present a summary, conclusions, and suggestions for further re

search. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Summary 

In this study an attempt has been made to explore ethnic atti

tudes of teachers. Three elementary schools were selected, according 

to their pupil ethnic populations, to represent the types of the School 

in Transition, the Heterogeneous School, and the Homogeneous School. 

It was believed that ethnic distance attitudes of teachers might be 

affected by the ethnic composition of the schools in which they teach. 

The following hypotheses were tested by means of scales, questions, 

and open-ended interviews administered to the teachers in the selected 

schools s 

1. Patterns of ethnic distance of teachers of a homogeneous 

all-white school may differ from those of the teachers of a heterogene-

•ous school population. 

A modification of the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance using 

only reactions to four ethnic groups represented in the school popu

lations supported this hypotheses. Also, items pertaining to general 

intolerance selected from the Rokeach flogmatism Scale (Form E) re

vealed slight differences between the schools. Patterns of ethnic 

distance and differences between the patterns emerged most fully in 

the open-ended interviews. 

7k 



2. Feelings of ethnic distance and anxiety will be verbalized 

by teachers in an all-white homogeneous school concerning the possible 

influx of minority groups. 

Only the open-ended interview technique permitted confirmation 

or rejection of hypothesis number two. Each of the interviews at 

School C, the Homogeneous School, supported the hypothesis. 

3. Attitudes of ethnic farness and general intolerance will 

be revealed by the use of the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance, the 

Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E), and personal interviews with a ran

dom sample of teachers. 

Attitudes of ethnic farness and general intolerance were not 

significantly revealed by the scales employed. Hypothesis number 

three is rejected. 

The initial hypotheses did not provide for the assessment of 

the research tools used. However, to measure ethnic attitudes cer

tain techniques were employed which had not previously been used in 

conjunction with one another. Comparisons of the findings from these 

research tools provide a basis for evaluation of the usefulness of 

the tools. 

Conclusions 

The three schools, School A, the School in Transition, School 

B, the Heterogeneous School, and School C, the Homogeneous School, 

provide distinct patterns of ethnic distance. Ethnic distance, 

although expressed differently in the three schools, appeared in 

teachers at each of the three schools. The compositions of schools 



may be one determinant of the kinds and direction of ethnic distance 

expressed. 

Of the two sets of research tools employed, the first set, the 

scales and questions, indicated that similar degrees of ethnic distance 

exist in teachers in each of the three schools. However, when the 

second set of research tools, the open-ended interviews, was applied, 

distinct patterns of ethnic distance appeared. 

The research findings suggest the following conclusions about 

the research techniques employed: 

1. The discrepancy between results from the Bogardus Scale of 

Social Distance and data from the open-ended interviews may be caused 

by distortions attributable to the limited siae of the statistical 

sample. The Bogardus Scale of Social Distance failed to provide any 

indication of the range of extent and direction of ethnic distance 

revealed by the interviews. 

The findings from the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance may 

also have been influenced by the sophistication of teachers and their 

reluctance to admit to ethnic distance on a scale where responses are 

written. It was an initial assumption of this study that the frontal 

approach assumed by the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance might deter 

teachers from acknowledging ethnic distances 

2. The limited size of the statistical sample may be respon

sible for the lack of significant difference between the schools found 

by the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E). The scale was applied in an 

attempt to assess the totality of the belief system} results from the 
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School in Transition, the Heterogeneous School, and the Homogeneous 

School were similar* 

It was only when items selected to measure general intolerance 

were compared with results from the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance 

that a slight positive correlation appeared. 

3. The four questions designed to reveal perceptions of the 

relative size of minority groups showed that teachers view the size 

of minority groups realistically. The accuracy of the response may 

result from the ready availability to teachers of data pertaining to 

the size of minority groups in their schools. 

U. The open-ended interview has provided -the substance of 

the significant results of this study. The bias of the interviewer 

affects results, both because of the respondents' reaction to the in

terviewer, and because of the selection of data that must result when 

no simultaneous recording devices are used. 

Unlike the Other research tools used, the open-ended interview 

has provided an abundance of data pertinent to ethnic distance of 

teachers. This study suggests that the open-ended interview is a valid 

technique for the assessment of ethnic distance and attitudes of 

teacherse 

Recoiranendations 

The following topics, related to the present study but beyond 

its scope, are recommended for further research. 

1. The present study, being exploratory, used a relatively 

small sample. Research including several schools of each of the three 
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types, and so sampling a greater number of teachers, could yield more 

comprehensive results• It may be possible that errors or distortions 

caused by the smallness of the present sample will then be avoided. 

2. On the assumption that ethnic attitudes as well as minor

ity problems differ in different parts of the country, samples might 

be chosen from the School in Transition, the Heterogeneous School, 

and the Homogeneous School in different regions of the United States. 

A regional approach might provide more definitive data pertaining to 

ethnic distance of teachers. 

3. At the School in Transition, many responses to the open-

ended interview reflected ethnically-based problems at the Junior and 

Senior High School level. Exploratory research in the Junior and 

Senior High Schools in transitional areas is needed. 

The following research suggestions are speculative, based upon 

insights derived from this study. 

Uo Children and parents as well as school personnel might be 

interviewed. Such interviews, in conjunction x*ith a participant-

observer technique, can attempt to isolate sources of ethnically-

based conflicts. A framework for the development of curricula might 

then be provided, with one of its aims the reduction of ethnically-

based tensions.. 

5. The interview material in this study indirectly suggests 

that programs for the preparation of teachers include material that 

has, until recently, been considered the realm of the anthropologist 

and sociologist. Cross-cultural relationships, the study of minority, 

groups,and current problems of minorities in our culture are important 
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to the future teacher if she is effectively to understand the ethnic 

groups represented in the schools. 

6. Data from the open-ended interview has indicated that the 

ethnic composition of the school influences teacher efficiency. Con

comitant studies in the areas of teacher morale and mental health may 

be considered for teachers who are faced with the various problems of 

a school in transition. 

7. The influence of the ethnic composition of each school on 

teacher attitudes indicates a need to investigate teacher placement and 

teacher rotation within school districts. Selective placement and ro

tation within a district may be advantageous to teachers and adminis

trators . 

8. Ethnically based problems revealed in the schools, particu

larly in the School in Transition, suggest that teachers need to help 

pupils to resolve ethnically based tensions. Opportunities for elemen

tary school minority children to express tensions that may impede 

progress in learning might be investigated. A study might be made of 

the possibilities of expressing feelings of hostility and rejection 

creatively and constructively. Rhythmical activities could provide 

107 
physiological and psychological dissipation of tensions. Play

acting, painting, and games might also be subjected to research, as 

means of reducing ethnically based tensions through the school cur

riculum. 

107. Such a study was suggested by the author to the principal 
of School A, the School in Transitionj the suggestion was favorably re
ceived. 
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GENERAL INFORMATICS SHEET 
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Please complete the following blanks. Do not sign your name. 

1. In what region of the country have you lived the longest? 

East Central New jingland Midwest 

South Southwest Northwest __________ 

Pacific Coast • . 

2. Teaching experience: 0-5 years , 6-10 years , 

11-15 years , 16-25 years ,26 and over . 

3. Date of birth 

4. Sea: M . P . Racial and/or National Ancestry . 

5. College major (subject area) . 

6. Religious affiliation • . 

7. Marital Status: Single Married No. of children . 

8. Do you consider yourself a member of a minority group? 

Yea No . 

9. Is It a Religious Racial or a National group . 

10.Underline the percentage that you think Negroes constitute of the 
whole population of this school. 

1% 556 10J6 20? 25% 30% 40% 50% plus 

11.Underline the percentage that you think Orientals constitute of 

the whole population of this school. 

1% 5% 10% 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% plus 

12.Underline the percentage that you think Mexican-Americans 
constitute of the whole population of thla school. 

1% 5% 10% 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% plua 

13.Underline the percentage that you think American Indians con
stitute of the whole population of this school. 

1% 5% 10% • 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% plus 



FIGURE 5 

BOGARDUS SCALE OF SOCIAL BISTAIJCE 



Pirwtiwi 

1 Use only check marks. 

2 Please give your first feeling reaction in every case. 

3 Give your feeling reactions to each group in terms of the chief 
picture you have of entire group. Mark each group even if 
you do not know it. 

4 Check as many of seven columns in each case as your, feelings dictate. 

5 Work as rapidly as possible. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Would 
marry 
into 
group 

Would 
have as 
close 
friends 

Would 
have as 
next door 
neighbors 

Would 
work in 
same 
office 

Have as 
speaking 
acquaint
ances only 

Have as 
visitors 
only to 
my nation 

Wbuld de
bar from 
rr\y nation 

Armenians 

Americans (U.S.white) * 

Canadians 

Chinese 

Czechs 

English 

Filipinos 

Finns 

French 

Germans" 

Greeks 

Hollanders 

Indians (American) 

Indians (of India) 

Irish 

Italians 

Japanese 

Japanese Americans 

Jews 

Koreans , 
Mexicans t 

Mexican Americans 
I „ . . 

I 
i 

Negroes 
. 

1 
Norwegians ( 

poles ] I 
Norwegians ( 

poles ] • I 
Russians 

Scots 

r - t -

. 

Spanish 

Swedish 

Turks 



FIGURE 6 

ROKEACH D0CMATI5M SCALE (FORM E) 



IK) NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 
The following is a study of what the general public thinks and feels about a number of 

important social and personal questions. The best answer to each statement below ia your per
sonal opinion. We have tried to cover many different and opposing points of view; you may find 
yourself agreeing strongly with some of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, 
and perhaps uncertain about others; whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can 
be sure that many other people feel the same aa you do. 

Mark each statement in the left margin according to how much you agree or disagree with 
it. Please mark every one. Write -"-l, +3, or —1, —2, —3, depending on how you feel in 
cach ease. 

+1: I AGREE A LITTLE —1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE 

-H2: I AGREE ON THE WHOLE —2: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE 

+3; I AGREE VERY MUCH —3: I DISAGREE VERY MUCH 

1. A pci'son who thinks primarily ot his own happiness is beneath contempt. 

2. The main thing in life is far a person to want to do something important. 

. 3 .  I n  a  d i s c u s s i o n  I  o f t e n  f i n d  i t  n e c e s s a r y  t o  r e p e a t  m y s e l f  s e v e r a l  t i m e s  t o  m a k e  s u r e  
I am being understood. 

- 4. Most people just don't know what's good for them. 

. 5. In times like these, a person must be pretty selfish if he considers his own happiness 
primarily. 

. 0. A man who does not believe in some great causc has not really lived. 

_ 7. I'd like it if I should find someone who would tell me how to solve my personal problems. 

. 8. Of all the different philosophies which have existed in this world there is probably only 
one which is correct. 

. 9 .  I t  i s  w h e n  a  p e r s o n  d e v o t e s  h i m s e l f  t o  a n  i d e a l  o r  c a u s c  t h a t  h i s  l i f e  b e c o m e s  m e a n i n g f u l .  

.10. In this complicated world of ours the only way we can know what is going on is to rely 
upon leaders or experts who can be trusted. 

.11. There are a number of persons I have come to hate because of the things they stand for. 

. 12. There is so much to be done and so little time to do it in. 

. 1J. It is better to be a dead hero than a live coward. 

14. A group which tolerates too much difference of opinion among its own members can
not exist for long. 



+1 

42 

+ 3 

I AGREE A LITTLE 

I AGREE ON THE WHOLE 

I AGREE VERY MUCH 

—1 

—2 

- -3 

I DISAGREE A LITTLE 

I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE 

I DISAGREE VERY MUCH 

.15. It is only natural that a person Bhould have a much better acquaintance with ideas he 
believes in than with ideas he opposes. 

.16. While I don't like to admit this even to myself. I sometimes have the ambition to be
come a great man, like Einstein, or Beethoven, or Shakespeare. 

.17. Even though freedom of 8]>erch for all groups is a worthwhile goal, it is unfortunately 
necessary at times to restrict the freedom of certain political groups. 

.18. If a man is tr> accomplish his mission in life it is sometimes necessary to gamble "all 
or nothing at all." 

_19, Most people juHt don't give n "damn" about others. 

-20. A person who gets enthusiastic about a number of causes is likely to be a pretty "wishy-
washy" sort of person. 

.21. To compromi.sc with our political opponents is dangerous because it usually leads to the 
betrayal of our own side. 

.22. If given the chance I would like to do something that would be of great benefit to the 
world. 

.23. In times like these it is often necessary to be more on guard against ideas put out by 
certain people or groups in one's own camp than by those in the opposing camp. 

.24. In a heated discussion 1 generally become BO absorbed in what I am going to say that 
I forget to listen to what the others are saying. 

_25. Once 1 get wound up in a heated discussion I just can't stop. 

.26. There are two kinds of people in this world: those who are on the side of truth and 
those who are against it. 

.27. Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature. 

.28. The United States and Ru.isia have just about nothing in common. 

. 29. In the history of mankind there have probably been just a handful of really great thinkers. 

. 30. The highest form of government is a democracy and the highest form of democracy is 
a government run by those who are most intelligent. 
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-+1: I AGREE A LITTLE —1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE 

+ 2: I AGREE ON THE WHOLE —2: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE 

+3: I AGREE VERY MUCH —3: I DISAGREE VERY MUCH 

31. The present is all too often full of unhappiucsg, It is the futui'c that counts. 

32. Unfortunately, a good many people with whom I have discussed important social and 
moral problems don't really understand what is going on. 

33. Fundamentally, the world wc live in is u pretty lonely placc. 

34. It is often desirable to reserve judgment about what's going on until one has had u 
chance to hear the opinions of those one respects. 

35. The worst crime a person can commit is to attack publicly the people who believe ill 
the same thing he does. 

— 36. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends and associates whose tastes and 
beliefs are the same as one's own. 

37. Most of the ideas which get published nowadays aren't worth the paper they are printed on. 

.38. It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of the future. 

3!). My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to admit he's wrong. 

—40. When it conies to differences of opinion in religion we must bo careful not to compro
mise with those who believe differently from the way wc do. 
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APPENDIX B 

TABLE V 

a,b 
PRODUCT-MOMENT1 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS"' 

School A School B School C All Schools 

Bogardus-
Rokeach .08 .Hi .18 .13 

Sel. R.D.Q. 
Roteach •35 .01 .02 .11 

Bogardus-
Author. .Sh .21 .m .27 

Sel. R.D.Q.-
Author. .1*0 .11 -.01 .1k 

Bogardus-
Intol. .38 •U3 .23 .33 

Sel. R.DoQ.— 
Intol. .36 .UO .1? .28 

a. The product-moment correlation is also known as the 
"Pearson r." 

b. All correlations are positive unless preceded by a nega
tive sign. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULES AND INTERVIEWS 
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Interview Schedule; School A - School in Transition 

1. How long have you tau^rt at this school? 

2. I low would you classify, socio-econonical ly, the children that attend 

this school? 

3. Have you noticed any chances in the ethnic composition of this scliool? 

[if any] What are these changes? 

Have they changed your approach in teaching? How? 

U. Do you have any student-ccntered problems that, are ethnically based? 

What arc some causes, health, parent relationships, discipline? 

What do you think would happen to the scliool, if more minorities cane 

to this area? To the coi.iEiunity? To the teachers? 

6. Would you transfer to another school if given the opportunity? Where? 

Why? 

7. Do you think teachers should have help in solving some of the problems 

you have touched upon? 

8. Would a course, workshop, seminar concerning the teaching of minori

ties be of any help to you as a teacher? 



School A, #1 

I have taught here for three years. students are leaver middle 

class and we have average middle class whites, Hexican-Americans and 

some Negroes, I guess vie go from one end to the other. Things are 

changing here, and the homos are getting rim dorm. After all, why do 

people leave? It is because property values are decreasing. And the 

parents don't want their kids to go to Junior High and High 

School. You know, it's kind of rough in that area and in those schools. 

I had a mother who I asked to be 'room mother' and she would not 

because she did not want to work with the Negro mothers. She was from 

the South. I have not had too many problems. One I rer.ia.iber - a little 

Negro boy who was so dirty and smelled awful. I had to take him home 

a couple of times, and although I did not go into the house - I imagine 

the house is tlie same — dirty. He was just awful, but what can they do, 

so r.iany kids in the family? 

I guess t'lis area is changing and will change over a period of 

years. Yllien I came here three years ago there wore no Negroes. Nov; we 

are getting some. I understand that one of the teachers here has said 

she would like to get out to a better school — I heard this second hand, 

but I guess she would not want to be here to teach the Negroes. We have 

no problem with the l.!exic an-Americans but I can see how some families 

don't want their children to play with Negro children. It goes back to 

the homes and the condition they are kepto 

I would not want to change to a bettor school but I guess I would 

really start worrying and would hesitate if they asked me to move to 
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school. That's all Negro. I would not want to go there. I would not 

want to transfer. 

If I had a place to rent, I would rent to a minority. I used to 

say 'Jew them down1 when I talked about buying something, but I realized 

why I said it and what it meantj I don't say it anymore. I think Civil 

Rights is fine, except it's going to take hundreds and hundreds of years 

for equality to come about. You can't huriy these things. The Negro has 

been stepped on and he is down, so hovv can I say we are equal? We are 
I 

not. The Negro lias not been given any opportunities. 

Around here it's hard to visualize the place getting better, We 

are getting some poor white fa. .Hies and honestly, they are worse than 

the Negro. They won't work - welfare most of the time. They beat the 

kids, and send them to school just to get rid of them. They never come 

to P. T. A. They are just sponging off society. 

I do not feel courses can help no as a teacher. I just don't 

know. It gets so discouraging. Kids come and go. What can you teach 

them? Once, I felt I had to do the best'. I could do, but hm can you? 

It's just not realistic. I just get so tired of losing the kids after 

a few months or a year. You never know who is going to be here tomorrow. 

You're likely to have 2£ one day and 15 another. Worse, you got kids 

that have not had what the others have had. And you really can't plan 

individually for each one. I don't think courses would help the teachers 

here. You have to be in it, and be teaching, and be meeting the prob

lems here. Not unless the courses were practical. 



School Aj #2 

I've taught here seven years. The kids here range from middle 

class to leaver class. You name them we've got then. We have parents 

wno are readjrto- move but are waiting for the end of the term. They save 

their money to get out, and it's not because of our school, but it's be

cause of Junior High. It's bad there. There are groups of Mexicans 

andUegroes who will fight and cause ail kinas of trouble. They have 

gangs here, so that when they go to •»-«-* Junior High they will be ready . 

to jr>in the bigger gang. The rough, tough ones run that junior high. 

The teachers ignore the problems and go on trying to teach the kids from 

the lower classes the same things they would teach to kids from upper 

classes. You just can't do this. So it's terrible. Even their princi

pal is in another world. Course, wo have poor whites moving in. They 

are bad — go out, drink up their money. Hone of my business. It's a 

matter of what they value. They just don't value the same things. 

There are only three teachers, including myself, in this entire 

school that would not want to.leave here. The rest would. It's because 

of the Negroes, llexican-Americans , and white trash. They move into an 

area ana it changes. We ha.e two empty clasroams now...I started with 

32 and have 2k and lost one teacher, at the end of the first semester. 

People are moving out in droves. It's sad, but it's what people 

want to do, and they can afford to move east to the foothills# At least 

they can try to get out. They just don't want to associate. As for me, 

I do not care. 



I like it here. There's no trouble far me as a teacher. The 

parents let you do what you want to do. 

VTe have a nice park not too far away, and there are gangs of 

Negro kids that will fight there. They fight there because it is away 

from school. The white kids really got itt The middle class whites 

don't associate with the poor white trash, and the poor white trash get 

it from the Uegro too. Oh, it's a mess. We keep losing more kids. I'll 

bet we lose another teacher or two, 

I feel the courses I've talcen have been okay for teaching cer-
t 

tain things, but not for teaching in this kind of schoolo Of course, a 

person should quit if he or she could not handle the situation. No 

-books are going to tell you what to do. And really, what can you do in 

a situation like this? 



School A, #3 

We have more Negroes here than we did a couple of years ago. 

I've taught here ten years and I know we have some Orientals nov/ that 

we have never had before. 

[^Chinese boy walked past the room.] This one boy's family has 

a store, and I went up to buy all the janitors a ham for Christmas. 

Well, the place was awful. Smelled—it was not good. So we are getting 

that kind of place here, too. We even have a bar or tv;o. 

Yes, the area has and is ciJ-ait;ing. With negroes moving in the 

property devaluates. Last year I said something one day to my principal; 

I saw some colored in the schoolyard and I said 'I hope I don't get any' 

—you know, just a comment. Well, I haven't got any. It may be because 

I said this; it may not. Some teachers put their arms around ary kid. 

I just can't. One teacher I knew would be walking dawn the street and 

would do this, why, even the dirtiest kids—nose runny and all. Well* 

she would say, 'Isn't he cute?' I can't do that. The kid was not cutej 

he was dirty, and I prefer clean ones to dirty ones. We even have some 

miscegenationists; -"ns, white and black living together. «Ye never hard "that 

before. The homes are nan down. A little girl told me yesterday she was 

moving. I asked her why, and she said because a family was moving 

in next door. She said she never has seen a nice Negro family or a clean 

one. They are so noisy and never keep a place clean. Of course the 

girl's right. 

•it-*-* Junior High is bad —mostly ITegro and Mexican-Americans, jus<t 

terrible,, I would like to transfer if we get any more here. I really 
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would. I just don't know. When I was a child we load a Negro helper# 

Her name was Lily White. Yes, that was her name. But I'll never forget 

the big platter with her thumbs, black thumbs, on each side. My mother 

said she did not touch the food, but I am sure she did. It has always 

bothered me. 

We have a lower class; what else would move here? It's a lcfw-

rent area and sane people, I know, come in just for aw' ile to look around. 

But it's awful. I think it's going to affect the bond issue 

for the schools. 

[Following day—investigator meets teacher in the hall.^ See 

how quiet they are: I don't go hone with headaches at night like the 

others. They should be quiet. We even have a student court. They are 

stricter tnan I am and they take care of each other. They don't let 

each other got in trouble, chew gum, any of that foolishness. 

This is not a real high group and they lose interest quickly. 

You have to entertain them, and then they are interested but only for a 

short timeo 

Liy class is orderly. They should be getting down to business. 

There should not be a peep out of them. I want to leave my room any time 

and not have any noise. 

I'd like to transfer to the east sidej and I am sure many others 

would like to do so. Even the principal is concerned about what is 

happening—decreased enrollment and all those people moving In. 



School A, 

I have taught here ten years. The school was nice in the begirv-

ning. It was a real nice area. Mostly Air Force personnel. We have a 

few professional people here now, one or two families, but the others 

have moved out. We are changing here and it's a shame. It makes me sick 

to think of what is happening. Negroes, poor-white trash — terrible® 

It's not the race, color, ac children that bother, but the whole place 

goes down economically and educationally. 

I tau$it at -tKHi- and when I was there we had the best Anglos. Then 

the Mexicans moved in, then Negroes, it was awful. I get ill when I see 

the names of my former students who have stolen, raped, or killed. It is 

inevitable. There's no hope. I'm not going to crusade, and I just get 

discouraged. What's the use, if you're going to get good kids and lose 

them? These kids, nov?, you have to gear everything down to them. You 

have to cover certain things, and they are not ready. It is like a wall# 

You just can't do anything about it0 

The property will go dovm when more Negroes move in. They don't 

keep up their homes. It's terrible to think of the nice kids going to 

Junior High. 

I would transfer to the east part of town. I'd hate to leave ray 

principal but tjiis place is really going down. But I'm so tired of try

ing to teach these kids. They don't caree I'm not against race groups, 

but it's what happens to an area that is so terrible. Children can go 

to this school till kth, £th, 6th grade, but then parents want them in a 

better area. If you associate with kids who are going to collage, then 



you'll want to go, but if you associate with dropouts you'll not care 

either. I'm just tired of dirty children. 

When I was in school and thinking about teaching, I just did not 

think of teaching in a school like this. None of n$r courses prepared me. 

Lty advanced work was done at #•?:•#• Uhiversity and I really learned a lot of 

new ways to do things, but they don't apply here. I am getting so I hate 

to think about another year here. But, maybe I'm just tired. No, I do 

not feel more courses or special workshops will help. Teachers are busy 

enou^i as it is. You have to go to school long enough as it is. 



School A, #5 

I've been here for ten years. I guess you ini^ht say we have pocr 

all the way to comfortable middle class. When I first moved into tills 

area ten years ago, it was pretty nice — comfortable. Now we have some 

things happening. The poor whites are moving in, the Negroes are moving 

in, and the middle class is moving out. 

The teaching standards have tobe lowered, because these children 

just cannot understand. It takes three or four weeks to get a concept 

across when it should only take a week or so. The more the Negro comes 

in, and at the same time those poor whites come in, the more trouble we 

will have. The homes are just neglected. There's ten kids running 

around a house, and no food or father. What can you do? The poor-whites 

seem to cause trouble, because they want to stay far a while, then move 

out. 

I have not had any trouble in my room, but the trouble is on the 

way home from school. Some poar-whito-trash kid will say something nasty 

to a Negro and then you've got a fight, or vice versa. I think the 

people moving out have to do it. How can their kids be protected? I 

really don't care what kinds of children I teach, but it does get tiring 

teaching those kids that just do not have it. I'll teach anything, that's 

what I'm hired for, but it's not easy. 

Tlie block I live on started out as a neat street. Everyone took 

care of yards, garbage; you !aiow. Well, then we got some poor-whites at 

one end of the street, and the family next to them moved, and a Negro 

family moved iA. Well, it's just moving on down the street. So you can 

see, you can't blame the whites who move for moving. 



School A, //6 

I've taught here for ten years. I was out for tv;o years as a 

helping teacher. 

Yes, the area is changing, and we are losing children and gain

ing poor white and Negro children. But the big problem is reaching them 

where they are. I think the report card should be changed; how can we 

grade them the sane way we grade the other economic groups? These 

children need our help and support. I.ty- one Negro boy, he's been called 

names on the playground and I try to tell him that the other children 

are rude. If I know who called him names I try to speak to them. Most 

teachers want to get out to better schools. They look at the kids, and 

it is a hard job teaching then, and if it were not for the principal 

they would leave. We all like our principal. How at School, the 

principal is very authoritarian, and teachers feel it a demotion to be 

assigned there,. But I guess they liave problems too, I.ty- boys attended 

that school and they have always had all kinds of children there. It's 

hard for some teachers to know how to reach these children. They just 

get tired. [teacher] wants to get out, in fact, she's very unhappy. 

She calls children "dirty" and "stupid". She's not happy herself any

way. But how can we do anything if we make these children feel bad, or 

don't do anything for them? All teachers shou d be able to and want to 

work with these children and many teachers do not want to. I know I work 

hard, but I love this and I don't care about race, color, or creed. 

I 



Interview Schedule; School D - Heterogeneous School 

1. How lone have you taught at this school? 

2. How would you classify, socio-economically, the children who attend 

til is school? 

3. Do you feel there are some teachers who do not understand the differ

ences or similarities of children from diverse etiinic backgrounds? 

h. If you were given a choice to transfer to another school would you 

choose to transfer? HOT; many teachers from this school might trans

fer? Would it be because of the children? Why? 

Are there any new groups of children attending this school? Where 

do they come from? , 

6. What are some problems that you have as a teacher in a school such 

as this one? 

7. It lias been suggested that there should be special training far 

teachers who will teach minorities. Do you agree? 
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School B, #1 

I have taught here for six years. 

More training should be Given to the teachers who will be teach

ing these kids. But I think there would be six or seven teachers who 

would transfer, if they had a chance. There is trouble on the bus - the 

sixth and seventh graders. There the whites are in the minority, and 

the colored really beat up on them. The Negro causes a lot of trouble. 

We have tried different ways of changing the system of transporting the 

kids, but it's hard. The colored kids are belligerent. They get this 

from their homes. 

The llexican-Americans don't give us any trouble, but the Negroes 

do. They stegl. All of the stealing that has taken place has been with 

Negroes involved. Money from the teacher's purse, desk — planned 

thievery. We have Negroes who keep their homes clean, and law-class Ne

groes. You know, you can tell v;here they live, even on what street, 

from the way thgy look when they come to school. 

I think the problems here are different than at other schoolss 

and I guess we really don't have too muchc But look at Tucson. Why, 

the Negro is pushing too hard, and is looking for the smallest tiling 

just to cause a commotion. This is not right, and I'm against all this 

stuff for the Negro« 

What can you teach teachers? No, I think courses can't tell you 

too much. When you're out here and you catch a Negro kid lying to your 

face, or stealing, what does the course tell you about that? I think 

it's good to teach all the kids, but there are many things out here that 



make tre job harder. Yet, I like it and will, stay on here# 

The number of different kids that are here is not increasing; 

I think ive have air/ays had a mixed bunch of kids. It's funny,the few 

Orientals seem to be so quiet and work so hard. The Llexican-̂ Americans 

don't cause, ar̂ jr trouble. 
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School B, #2 

Have taught here ten years. 

Tliere are no particular problems here, and I think it is because 

•we have all races, not one pitted against the other. I do not think 

there is one teacher t;iat would transfer to another school, not me any

way. 

The biggest problem, of course, is [llegro residential area]* 
* 

The Negroes live in shacks —just awful living conditions. I know 

one i'aiiU.Ly onat is actually proud to be filthy. A lot are like this, 

you know, The father is not a criminal, but both sons have spent time 

at [industrial School far Boys]. The third is on his way too. 

They are proui, it seems, to be dirty. They don't care. 

• I think tiiat if the :.iinorities are given the right to vote, and 

they do nou have an education, then they will vote and become influenced 

by Communisos, and will be influenced by unions. You know, the '.Iexicarh-

Americaau in Tucson were influenced by the unions in the.last presiden

tial election. And they voted the way the unions wanted tliom to vote. 

So, you've got to be careful that the minority does not become the uned

ucated majority. We cannot have ignorant voters. I do not believe the 

teachers here have problems. Hie whites are awful on the buses, though. 

Even though they are in the minority on the buses they do say brutal 

things to the Negro children. 

You cannot help teachers in a courso, and you have to be out 

here to see the many little problana — stealing lunches, money, any

thing. The Negroes steal and have gangs. How can you change this? 
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I have taught at School B for three years. I taught in ITew 

Mexico and. Hawaii before coming here. I'd say these children were low. 

Lower class with some few in the middle class. V/e have all kinds here, 

and it's balanced. All sorts of races here. There are no new ethnic 

groups, except maybe there is a new group of whites coming in. I would 

say these whites are poor, and it is cheaper to live out here, we are 

getting more whites. 

Yes, there are some teachers who would like to get out, but I 

would say that most of the teachers would not. There are only two 

* 

teachers in the primary group that would li!:e to transfer. I don't 

know about the upper elementary, because I do not know those teachers 

well. I tliink you could just double' the figure. V/e don't have too 

much trouble in the primary. The llegro lives by himself̂  and the Mex

ican-American dooe too. I think the Llexican-A'ierican really wants to 

because of ceremonies and habits, but the Negro has no choice. They 

[llegro] live up on the -a-"-* area. Some Negroes that can afford to live 

outside of that poor area can't, they live with the rest of them. 

I don't have any difficulty except if v/e got lots of new groups0 

I mean if we suddenly got some Puerto RLoans, well, then there would be 

definite trouble. The one that's newest would get the brunt of every

thing and would have troulle. Guess it's alv/ays that way, isn't it? 

I do not have any problems. I have mostly Negro children since 

I have been here. Whether they are assigned or not, I don't care. It 

takes a little while to adapt, because when I cane here I had never 
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taught any Negroes. Some even tried to fool me,- you know, walk like a 

comical Negro, and I fell far it. Maybe I was looking for the picture 

of the Negro I had. They are rhythmical, and more so than the others. 

They all have good voices, and I think it's because of the religion; 

they are all churchgoers. 

I don't think a course will help. No, I take every child and 

I try to make them Americans. It does not matter what they are. I'm 

not a Bircher, mind you; I'm opposed to that stuff. But I feel - and 

this answer is emotional, that when thqy come to school they should be 

taught the American way. It's my job to make them American. Why glor

ify their way? They have to learn to read, write and everything else 

the American way. That's why a course about them and their culture does 

not interest me. I know a teacher here is going to take a course in 

Cultural Deprivation, and I would not take it. But I am anxious to 

hear what she learns. I came into this cold, as well as'when I taught 

Orientals. No trouble. And I enjoyed learning all about their customs 

•—wonderful, yet, would I have been better if I had studied about 

these children before? No, I don't think teachers need to be taught 

about these things. I resent the idea. 

!.iy daughter gets the idea that we have to help these peoplê  

Yfell, I wonder if she realizes that these people are individuals, not a 

"mass of people. She has an opinion that lots of people have that have 

not had real contact. I think the Negro has to help himself. I think 

though all races will mix. We won't see it, but they will. This school 

is better because it*s nixed, and I know the little children are not 
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aware and do not care. When they got older, they do, and it's this 

dating thing that's the trouble. They lose contacts and friends, and 

its sad. We may have a little trouble on the buses, but it's not really 

that bad. 
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School B, #U 

I have taught here for twelve years. The school is lu years 

old. The group is low class mostly. Yes, very low class. 

This school has always been mixed, and that's the way it is 

now. I have always felt this was a stable kind of thingj you know, all 

kinds. There are no nexv groups coning in here, mostly the same groups. 

Gosh, the Negroes have had whole families attend, brothers, sisters, 

even some uncles, I'll bet. 

I've seen teachers come and go. I've seen teachers cry even. 

Yes, and I know why. It is because they are nervous; that's all, they 

are nervous. They have high standards, and they can't teach that way 

here. You have to lower your standards; can't have them- high. Mo, I 

learned right away so now I teach about at the middle standard, so I 

can hit the low and the high ones. Some teachers leave. I know it's 

hard far some, so they ask for transfers and get them or leave. Then 

we get teachers that want to be here. Hot one teacher here would want 

to leave. It's taken a while, but now we have the teachers we want. 

No, not ary shifts here in the oomruunity. But ever since the 

funry business (Negro Civil Rights), why, things are happening with the 

children; the colored kids are restless, fighting and causing trouble. 

They get this from their families. They have gangs. They have a loader 

far the girls* gang and a leader for the boys' gang, and they fight 

terribly among themselves all the time. Nop/, I can tell the Mexican 

kids to break up a gr.jup out in the playground, or the whites, but I 

can't tell a group of Negroes, because the minute I leave they are back 
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together again. Imagine, gangs in elementary school. Why, they are 

getting ready for the Junior and Senior High School. They stick to

gether. It's their parents that encourage this. 

Ho, I just don't think more minorities are coming here, but I 

guess we could have some trouble if we get more Negroes. 

I think this Civil Rights stuff has upset all the children. The 

Negro parents insist on rights, and they look for trouble. Why, one 

parent came here and actually knocked down a teacher - unconscious. It 

was kept pretty quiet, but then this mother was mentally ill and has 

been in and out of the State hospital. I think, though, that the kids 

are t.mchy and have a chip on their shoulders. 

One problem I see is that we nor/ have for the first time a IJogro 

teacher, who I saw and heard stick up far some Negro kids. This could 

be a big problem. When I said to him, »V.1y are you sticking up for them?' 

He did not even answer me. They are just like the other kids. Anyway, 

if vre get more of this, this means trouble. If they hire more Negro 

teachers we could be in for trouble. Sec, they are touchy and stick up 

for themselvos. It's all because of the Civil Rights situation, I am 

sure . -
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School B, , 

I have taught at this school for one year. I taught tvvo years 

in California with upper class Anglo students. 

I think the students here are lower class - some are lower-lower 

middle. Although we have few that are middle class. 

We have mare Mexican-American students here who, that's not right, -

there are more Anglos here. Then cone the Negro, then the Oriental. 

They [the Orientals] are practically non-existent. 

Well, I can't really say, bub r would guess from ny class enroll

ment that there are a few more He crocs living here, moving in this area, 

and that there may be f ;w- of the Negroes moving in. 

There are no new minority groups r.ioving in, but there might be 

some day; it's cheaper to live here, and this is where they would come. 

Well, there's always a sort of pecking order. You know, the 

latest ones in get in the most difficulty. The school is mixed now, 

though, and I guess will always bo. There are teachers who do not care 

one bit about the kids, and do not understand or like the many kinds of 

races here. I think there are teachers who give up caring. I think it's 

mostly the older ones, you know, the ones that are just marking time 

till retirement. These teachers are absolutely blind to the needs of 

the kids. They have, and I have heard them talk, actually taken sides 

with kids because of race. But as I say, there are teachers like this 

and I feel they are not doing a bit -of good. 

If you were to offer them a transfer tomorrow I .think we would 

have 7 out of the 19 v/ho would leave. Now, out of those, four would 
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definitely leave because of the races here. It's mostly the Negro they 

resent. I hope you don't mind but I'd like to shut the door. The walls 

have ears and I just don't trust them. 

I think that the areas around here stay pretty much to them

selves, and if Negroes moved into a now-white area they would have to 

keep up and keep their yards clean and their homes neat, or else people 

would say, "I told you so," and there night be trouble, 

I don't have any problems in my room. The kids are too young to 

care about that sort of thing and I don't hear any derogatory slang 

among the children. Cut it [trouble] happens in the upper grades. They 

seem to have fights, and lots of race-bascd trouble, on the bus and in 

the playground. They get this, I think, from their parents. It gets 

worse when they go to Junior High and then on to High School, U(y 

kids don't play with each other though. On the playground they play 

amongst themselves, you know, the Negro with the Negro and the Mexican 

with the Mexican. I noticed this right away when I came here. I was in

terested in this kind of school, and had never taught Negroes or Mexicans, 

but I find that little ones [primary] don't care until the upper grades, 

when they start copying adults, and then they get 'monkey-see-monkey-do' 

ideas. 

The teachers here do present a problem. I was told the first day 

of school to be careful and stay in good graces with -shks-. The entire 

school is full of conservative people. It's just awful0 I, the janitor, 

and Mr. -h-h-h- were the only ones who voted for Johnson. You know, they 

just don't care about the poor or the deprived people. Seem3 as though 

they want and need someone to kick around, I think that the way they 
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think politically, and hav they believe certainly affects the kinds of 

tilings they say and do in the classroom. . They cut stuff out of the 

papers concerning the Peace Corps or Job Corps, and they say it's 'ri

diculous' to help those who cannot help themselves. V/hy don't they want 

to educate people? The only way to help people is to give them a chance 

to be educated properly. But I was amazed to find this, and I learned 

right away that I must be quiet and go my own way, because I am outnum

bered. Please don't tell anyone, but I an leaving for the Peace* Corps 

in June. I guess I'd be in for trouble if [principal] found out now. 

But honestly, the remarks that are made around here if the word 'help' 

is mentioned, for anybody—it's frightening. I tkinlc this kind of 
* 

teacher can't really understand about the homes or background, and if 

they do they are negative about it. 

I tli ink there should be some work for teachers in helping them 

work in schools like these. I took lots of Sociology and some people 

thought it v/as funny, but I really learned a lot about people and how 

and what makes them tick. I think teachers should be trained, and if 

they want to work with this kind of child, by golly, they should know 

something about the background, or at least the problems tlxat are here, 

in a school like this. 

You know, everything at this school has been done for appearance*, 

I was told to teach an extra US minutes of reading because [principal] 

wants the numbers and the scores to equal school. It's awful. I 

thought the kids were doing a nice job, but I had to give up music and 

social studies in the afternoon just to forco-feed them to read more and 

faster. 
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[principal] acts nice, but it's nob really her. She wants a 

good appearance and although she is supposed to be nice to all the kinds 

of kids here I suspect slie is very prejudiced and very opinionated. You 

know, being "with these conservatives, and having a roommate whose boy

friend is connected with the Birchers, is and has been a very enlighten

ing experience. 

Yes, I think being with conservatives has affected ray decision to 

join the "Peace Corps. They would flip if they knew, and make it very 

rough for rae. I really am an idealist and I know I am. This is njy way 

to contribute. But I just an in the mnnority here. They would crucify 

me and I hate to have to sit around and listen to their bigoted remarks. 

So I»m•getting out. 

Please do not identify me, at least till I'm out of this school. 
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School D, //6 

I've been at this school far two years, four years at another 

school in Tucson, and before that fifteen years in the South as a teacher 

and principal. I would classify these students as lower to middle class; 

they run the entire ranee. The croups here are from poor families and 

well-off families. There are many groups in my clasn. I think vie have 

all kinds. About 60 per cent whites and 20 per cent Mexicans and 20 per 

cent Negroes. I think we have a few Indians and sone Orientals, not many. 

There are no ethnic groups moving in as far as I know. I think 

we have a couple of kids coming here from th:.t new trailer court, but 

there are no large numbers of children coming here. I do not think any 

teacher here might want to transfer. I think the teachers here under

stand the kids somewhat. I do not think a teacher from this school 

would want to get out because of the kids. Other reasons maybe, but not 

because of the kids. 

Vfell, 'the housing situation goes something like this: a Negro 

can move, but only where he can live with other Negroes. It's rough on 

them. Now, I worried about that when I camc here from the South, but I 

had little trouble. I went to a Negro real-estate man. Real-estate 

people jack the prices up and discourage you. So there is isolation. 

Some kids live on [Negro residential area] . They live in shacks. The 

school composition is a good thing. The more the merrier. I think this 

is the way it should be. There should be more training for teachers, 00 

they could see what the kids are up against, maybe, but people feel the 

way they do because they have ideas about different groups. I don't know 
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if people can be changed. When I moved into this school, I had trouble 

because I was afraid to discipline the white kids. And I was afraid to 

be easy on the Negro kids. You get in trouble in one way or the other. 

One time I went on the school bus with all the Ilegro children and I 

asked them if they minded being called "niggers"; and that they acted 

like niggers, and as long as they acted like niggers they would be treat

ed that way. They had been fighting on the bus. Seans as though they 

get a lot of tiiis from their parents. 

Not, I've got two white boys who had a fight today. Peoplo 

don't worry about this; they say 'just adolescent boys', but if it had 

been a Negro and a wliite there would have been trouble. Then it would 

be a race problem to everyone concerned. Sometines in this school you 

have to be careful not to get accused of picking on the Negro, because 

they realty-feel you doing itj for whatever the roason, they think you're 

discriminating. 

I think this school is the best kind of way, and I don't mind 

teaching all groups. Of course, now, I get some white kids who try to 

get away with, tilings too. So the teacher has to be careful. We don't 

have trouble in the classrooms, but on the- playground and the bus we 

have gangs forming, and tills means trouble because they get into fights« 



Interview Schedule; School C - Homogeneous School 

1* How long have you taught at this school? 

2. Hot/ would you classify, socio-economicaliy, the children that attend 

this school? 

3. Have you over taurjit in a school where there were minorities? 

lu Hew do you think some ctf the other teachers night feel if a large 

number of Negro families started to buy homes in this area? How 

would you feel? 

5. Have you ever heard of such an influx occurring? What were the re

sults? 

6. Do you think some teacliers might have to change their approach in 

teaching if minorities started to attend this school? 

7. Do you think some teacliers might want to transfer to another school? 

8. What, as you view them, would be some of the problems you .might 

face as a teacher in this school if you were to have an influx of 

minority groups? Parents, community, teacher-pupil relationship — 

any other? 
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School Gj, #1 

Teacher has tau$it at School C for fifteen years. 

I've taught here a long time and I have enjoyed this school. No 

names will be used will they? 

You know, you asked surae questions that did n6t pertain to this 

school. We don't have Negroesj we never have. We don't have a one. And 

I don't think we will get any. T?iey are moving in around Street and 

along Avenue. When they edge in they edce in slowly, but I guess 

they are edging in. Of course, if they moved in it would not change ny 

teaching; I'd still teach the sane, you know, sane methods, same treai>-

nent. I would not want to tra:isfor; I like it here. 

IJr niece and nephew went. to ^predominantly Anglo high school] 

and there is one Negro there, lots of i,lexicon, but one Negroj he keeps 

borrowing money from my nephew. Guess he eventually pays it back. But 

at •jhh:- High School there is a different problem. Lots of Negroes, and 

there can be and I understand they do liave trouble at dances and social 

things. You know Elementary School did change overnight, but they 

have professional Negroes there. When Negroes move in the property val

ues 03 way down. It's all economic, don't you think? It has a lot to 

do with money. 

Everyone has an eqi.al chance, or at least they should have, bi4 

the Negroes should not push or expect to have things done for themj they 

should earn it and work far equality. You know we have a couple of Ori

ental families, and ray, how those kids study. They are clean and neat 

and busy as bees all the time. We even have some Ilexicans here, but we 
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do not have any trouble at all. I suppose if we had Negroes the whole 

place would change. I guess it depends on where you come from, but I 

come from the Midwest and I know what can happen when they move in, homes 

depreciate, you just get run-down areas, can't be helped. 

I prefer this school, and would not want to go to any school 

where they have all those troubles with stealing and dirty people a&vays 

looking at you a3 if you were discriminating against them. I hope you 

have a good time at our school, the principal is wonderful and we all 

have a good time here. 
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School C, #2 

I've taught for 20 years, mostly as a substitute teacher. I ran 

a nursery school for four years and this is n^r first full, time teaching 

assignment. I've been here three years. I cannot live back East and I 

like Tucsone 

The children here are upper classj parents are all professional 

and they have everything they need. They have mare than I do. I 

wouldn't care if minority groups were to attend this school. You would 

have to adjust the curriculum, but that's okay. I think the biggest and 

'•most important problem is that property values go down, and you begin>to 

have a lot of problems with parents. 

l.fy son goes to High School and he feels out in left field. 

They call the Negroes "Shams" and, Mexicans "Beans" and you^know they have 

rich kids there and. W son feels he is average. There is no mixing or 

socialization there. • Everybody stays with his own groupe The Negroes 

don't even talk to any other group,, And the rich- kids with the cars snub 

everyone. 

I had a Negro child in ny nursery once; the mother helped me in 

the kitchen and her daughter attended. Well, a white child refused to 

eat or drink her milk because - as I found out later from her mother -

she saw the Negro serving the food, and considered her dirty, and so the 

food was dirty. That's how kids find out things, from the parents I 

guess. But I have not had any problems of that type. I really don't 

know how the child can© to the conclusions she did. 
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I think, though, you would find that the Negro and Mexican-

American are less competitive and would not care. 

Any influx would upset a nice balance here. We have nice pro

fessional people, and the houses and everything would deteriorate. I'm 

sure the parents would be upset about what I like to call 'social-inte

gration'. You know, they would worry about their daughters and all the 

social things that they think are Important and they can afford. Of 

course, I can't blame them, and I think, if an area like this has been 

so nice and well taken care of, you would hate to see people come in and 

ruin it. 

I've never seen any area change with the minorities moving in. 

You just can't imagine hav bad it is in the Midwest. But I know what's 

in the papers about the trouble down South. I guess everybody wants to 

be equal. I really don't think, though, that this is really possible new# 

I've never studied minorities. I've got a feeling that I wouldn't mind 

teaching them. It would be so much harder though they just wouldn't 

want to try to learn j what a battle I 

I don't know if this is what you wanted to chat about, but I 

could tell you were interested in this aspect of attitudes. I can't 

speak far the others, but you'll find everyone here is pretty nice, and 

you won't have any trouble getting their ideas. If you would lil<e to 

come back anytime, please do. I know this is a subject we could talk on 

and on about. 
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School C, #3 

I've taught here for three years 3 before that I taught in New 

Mexico. I really lite it here. The pupils are from upper-middle .class 

families, well-off. I never have taught in schools where there were 

many minorities, but I am from the South where there are, as you know, 

lots of troubles about this. I did have a couple of Negro children in 

the school I taught in New Mexico. But this school was for the scien

tists and engineers, very brillant people. The children were exception

ally bright, you know, like the environment they were exposed to. So 

I can't say I've been in a school with minorities. How that is not to 

say we don't have some minorities here, we really do have some Mexican-

Americans and we have some Jews here. But gosh, there's no trouble at 

all. They are all in a different class than tlie others around town. 

Their parents are all professional people. 

V/hen I was in [Eastern city] my husband was in the service, I 

really got a shock of ny life. The Negroes were rude, did not go back 

in the buses and were really antagonistic. Vvell, for me it was a shock. 

Back home, the Negroes were quiet, stayed out of your way and were not 

pushy. But I guess they are fighting for tilings now. Anyway, I thought 

you might be interested. 

How, I would not want to marry anyone from anotlicr ethnic group 

other than my own. But don't you think it's natural? I mean, if the 

races mix, pretty soon you've got a hodge-podge. 

How, you know what I think is wrong? Really wrong? Busing kids 

around. People should stay where they are. 
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Negroes should shift for themselves and make it on their own. 

There would definitely be problems if they moved in. Wowl Why look at 

these homes, families, established and all. 

I •would not ..want to work with deprived kids, not me. Let some

one else work with poverty, not me. I just could not. How, if the 

minorities really started to move in, why I would'stay here, but there 

are some teachers that would want to cot out. I really like it here. 

I like the area, the people, the principal, everything. 

When I teach new tiiincs there are always children who have been 

there or who have tried new things or who really know quite a lot about 

things — geography, travel. It's a/iazing. But it's because they travel 

with their parents, and they can afford to do lots of tilings. So it ds 

interesting to have them share their experiences. 

I guess there would be a fuss if the [minorities] moved in bub 

you knew, it would depend. If a professional Negro family or Mexican-

family moved in, it would mate a difference. You kno>'. 

People worry about property and hen? terrible a place can get if 

there are hundreds of dirty kids around. Trouble? Why, it could change 

everything. You knew these homes are way up in the O20,000 level, and 

it would have to be a rich faiily. That may not bother the rest, but 

what if tliose rentals in a bordering area, with new apartments, let Ne

groes in? I just don't know. Socially the kids would want to mix, 

eventually, and parents have a right to worry. I'd worry if my children 

had to mix. You kncnv3 you've taught: it's the things that happen after 

school and the social things that you have to keep an eye on. 
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School C , Jfh 

I've taught here for 13 years. I have been here the longest., 

I like it here and know the area very well. I am originally from the 

South. I.Qr background is different, and I have a different point of 

view from most people here, but let me tell you, I'm going to express 

myself, and I know that Northerners and even Westerners feel differently. 

We have kids from the upper middle class lie re, and they are not like kids 

from schools in the southern part of town. 

I think some people draw a line, some people would not marry a 

Negro. I draw the line a little lowerj I would not under any circum

stances have a-Negro in ir^r home. No mixing of the races is possible. I 

would leave [School c] if there were any here or any started to come 

here — mind you, after 13 years I 

I have two daughters, and I nev .r taught then to feel a certain 

way, one way or the other. But one time my oldest was on a train, a 

three day trip, and she was stuck with some Negroes on the same train. 

Well, when she got home she said, "Hon, nov; I know what you mean, you 

just can't mix with them. They are juct awful"i So she is learning her 

own way. The other daughter is in High School, and there are a few 

Negroes there. But you know, I ara seeing it change because more are mov

ing in. I have rentals. I would refuse them and I don't care how much 

trouble I got in. I'd fight it. I don't see them as equals. It would 

be an infringement on my rights. The others v/ould move out. I would 

not want ray rentals to get rim down. 

Nov/ you may or may not be interested, but if my daughter were to 

socialize, even marry a Negro, it v/ould be her problem. In ny eyes she 
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would be considered dead. ?!y father was more prejudiced than I an, if 

you want to call it that, but ray dauchters are less tnan I am. Maybe 

in the future there may be a chance. 

You know, in California they passed that law about real estate; 

that was correct; people should do what they want with their property. 

If I were to p;et two or three Negroes in my class I just could not take 

it. No, I could not stEmd it. 

"aw, I do not feel the sane about foreign students [the TCuropeans] 

but I do about Indians. I am v.;ry active in -:kh;- [national group working 

with foreign exchange students] . And I've been on coKimitteos v/ith Mrs. 

[prominent civic leader] . I had a student from [So. Europe] , last 

year and before that [So. America] . But I v/on't take a dark-skinned or 

oriental student in my home. I'll help as much as I can the ones I get, 

but even though they are foreigners, its different. I'y husband works 

on this committee with me, and lie has had lots of responsibility. You 

must knov/ t̂ e University people involved. 

IJov/, Mexican-Americans are ̂ kay, of them. !,'y husband has 

some working for him, hard workers. But I would, not associate v/ith them* 

I just could not get close to anyone who is not my icind. The Negro 

should be in the background. In a restaurant the sign 'refuse to serve' 

is the right of the owner. If I owned a restaurant, I would refuseo 

I think I would just quit the job if we had lots of minority 

people coming here. Some teachers would want to transfer, but I would 

quit. I have worked so hard at this school, and the principal has been 

so wonderful, that I could not bear to see this school disintegrate. 

-hh:- Elementary School has over 75 per cent IJegro, and all those Mexicans 
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too. Also, -:kh;- Elementary School is changing something awful. It 

does terrible things to a nice neighborhood. How can you teach them 

anything? They are lazy and give nothing but trouble. Now, here are 

ny feelings, and though they may be different, it's how I feel. 
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School C, //£ 

I've been here for four years. It's been ray first and only 

school. We have kids from all professional homes here. Upper middle 

class. I don't know too much about the Mexican child; I don't have very 

many, and this grade level, there's no difference. All ray kids have all 

the good things in life. Money, clothes, beautiful homes, and everything. 

So I guess I can't say. I think if we started to get minorities some 

teachers might want to get out to another area. I really can't say how 

I'd feel. But you can be sure some would want to get out. 

I think the greatest trouble would be in the devaluation of 

property around here. Standards would go dawn. But most of all the par

ents would be upset. If I had a home I could not rent it to a minority 

member, but somebody might do it just for double rent. I think this is 

wrong. The people should stay where they are. I like this school the 
« 

way it is. We have some minorities; we've got Jews, but not very many# 

They study and work hard, and they are not trou. le» The other kids accept 

them. I don't even think they know the difference in elementary school 
* 

between Jews and Gentiles. The Orientals, well, y >u can tell they are 
* 

different, but they are the best kids I Clean, and you don't hear a peep 

out of them. No trouble at all. 

If you had minorities you'd have to enrich it here - like giving 

more -tilings in the curriculum, more things that these kids already know 

about. I think it would upset the whole way we run things here. I think 

tlie homes would real ly change. Lawns and flavors and trees would just be 

neglected. You can imagine how run-down an* area can get. 
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I carae from the Midwest and we always had trouble. Honestly, 

my Dad could really tell you. He sold a home and took a real beating 

because some Negroes had moved in a couple of blocks away. They just 

keep edging in, slowly. 

I have never had a course in this sort of stuff about minorities, 

and I guess, it would be interesting, bat right now I don't ever want to 

think of another course. Besides, courses don't really tell you want to 

do. So, why bother? 

I'm not much help to you, but as I see it, we would have problems 

here in the community if any minorities started to live here. 
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School C, //6 

I liave taught here two years, but I taught for eight years in 

the Midwest. The kids here are middle class and upper. There is one 

thing that is certain: The children here do not have any wants. In 

the school I taught before coning to Tucson, I had lots of Negroes. Here 

we don't have those problerac. It's an area that is full of wonderful 

people; I love Tucson. Host of the families are in things like business, 

ctr doctors and lawyers. I really have met sor.ie extremely interesting 

parents. I think this area is one of the nicest in town. 

If we had any minorities move in it would hurt the homes here. 

Proporty values would go down and it vr>uld create an economic problem. 

I saw it happen in [midwestern city] . Just terrible. In about five 

years my classroom changed from a few colored to almost 99% colored. The 

streets were dangerous to walk on. It really happened kind of fast, too. 

We had an old building, they all are back there, but anyway, things got 

worse. I hear: from my friends from back home, and it's really bad. I'm 

lucky I am here. !!y family and new friends here in Tucson don't have-to 

put up with that kind of experience. That's why this school would change 

so much. All the homes would be ramshackle after awhile. They don't 

care for lawn3 or anything. I don't think the teachers would have to 

change their approach, though, but it would be the parents that would be 

upset. I don't think I would want to rent to Uegroes or Mexicansj it 

jirjt means trouble. I think it's up to the person to pick and choose 

his friends, and I can't see farcing integration. School means close 

relations. Can you imagine if you were a parent? Our school standards 
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would be lowered, over all# I love this school, and our principal would 

know what to do# He could handle any problem# You know, he is from the 

South, bat you'd never know how he feels# He would mice sure the school 

would be out of any race troubles, even though it might mean we'd have 

trouble with the kids# 

As for me, I prefer to stay here - not to wrry about the stuff 

that goes on at School# They have fights, and gosh, sane day a 

teacher could get in trouble. Not me# I want to stay here until I re

tire# I may retire soon if ny husband has to move again. Jobs are 

hard to hold on to. Ity* husband is in engineering, and Tucson is not a 

very industrial town. Hughes is a mess. Anyway, I hope this helped. I 

hope you like our school. Good luck# 
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